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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, the method of Boundary Discrete Points (BDP) is developed and

used to solve multiple scattering problems by anays of infrnitely long circular

cylinders having different material parameters. The scatte¡ed field due to each cylinder

is expressed in terms of appropriate cylindrical wave functions with unk¡own

coefficients. The total field is then obtained as a summation oi these individual fields.

To determine these unknown coefficients, boundary conditions a¡e enforced in a finite

but an adequate numbe¡ of field points on each cylinder. Consequently, a matrix equa-

tion for the unknown coefficients is obtained and solved . The method provides several

advantages over the existing analytical and numerical methods: first of all, the final

form of the scattered field is an analytical expression that can be used readily to com-

pute the far field. Secondly it provides, directly, the scamering coefficients of each

cylinder separately. Thirdly, it avoids the use of ite¡ation or orthogonaliry integrals and

the coordinate Eansformations that can be tedious fo¡ a large number of cylinders.

The method is subsequently applied to study the scattering propenies of arrays of

infinitely long circular conducting, dielectric, and ferrite cylinders or their combination.

It is also utilized to optimize the size and spacings of passive conducting, dielectric or

magnetized ferrite cylinders in order to control the directivity of a linear radiator.

Finally, for circula¡ or ring anays of fe¡rite cylinders scanning of the array beam using

the magnetization field is studied and a means for achieving a continuous beam scan is

determined.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction

The problem of electromagnetic wave scattering from cylindrical structures is one

of the classical boundary value problems that has been studied by numerous authors.

For arrays of parallel cylinders, two different methods have been utilized, which a¡e

based on an iteration technique or a coordinate transformation to facilitate the applica-

tion of bounda¡y conditions.

The analytical methods based on boundary value problems are normally used to

solve the scattering by regularl¡, shaped scatterers. The use of these merhods is not

always possible and one has to resorf to certain approximations to overcome

difficulties in the analysis.

The analyrical methods based on the successive scattering approach, or the itera-

tion methods, regard the object initially as excited by the incident field and conse-

quently radiating its first order of scattering. Next, in response to rhe sum of the first

order fields, each of the scatterers radiates its second orde¡ field and so on.

The general solution of scattering by two solid conducting cylinders was firsr

published by Twersky ll-21 in 1952. The author expressed the total radiation deld as

an incident field plus va¡ious orders of scattered fields. The necessary expansion

coefñcients were to be generated by the iterative procedure. In a later work, Twersky

[3] developed a formulation of the coefficienr equations which ¡elate the multiple

scattering coefficients to their single scattering analogs. The series solutions for the
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case of two circul cylinders were obtained and resulted in four linea¡ equations.

These equations were written in a ma¡-ix form and solved explicitly . A completely

general matrix formulation of the multiple scattering equations was given by Burke,

Censor, and Twersky [4] in 1965. In the latter reference, solution of the two body

problem in terms of an iterative expansion of the inverse matrii was developed.

Olaof [5] in 1970, applied Twersky's iìerative merhod ro the case of scattering by

two solid dielectric cylinders and obtained numerical results fo¡ the scattering cross

section. He, also, noted that the linear equations involved could be solved by a direct

matrix inve¡sion technique. In 1970's, Yousri and Fahy [6] employed the iteration

approach to calculate the radiation from two parallel cylinders.

The iteration method was, also, applied by Rhodes [7] to the case of scattering by

dielectric shells. The first order solution is obtained by approximating the rotal field in

the dielectric body by the incident field, and rhen câlculating rhe scatrered field by con-

sidering the equivalent volume curents in the dielectric region to radiate in free space.

Useful results were obtained for rhin dielectric shells having dielectric constants near

unity. By a simila¡ technique, Andreasen [8] has generated data fo¡ thin spherical

shells; Stickler [9] has obtained the scattering patterns fo¡ dielectric rectangular strips

and Philipson [10] has made an analysis of the scattering properties of thin dielec¡ric

rings.

A number of difficulties are encountered in the soiution of linear equations by the

iteration methods. First of all, the approximations may not convetge to a solution.

Second, even if the approximations did converge to the solution, it often happens that

the convergence is much too slow and a formidable number of computations must be

performed to obtain a satisfactory accuracy. The limited range of applicability of these

methods and the slow convergence of the approximations a¡e good reasons for one to

seek alternative methods, more amenable to machine analysis and simpler, to ensure

the convergence of the scattering coefficienfs.
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The scattering problems of electromagnetic waves by two or three dimensional

bodies can also be solved numerically. One of the most common and powerful tech-

niques that can be utilized to carry out the numerical evaluation of the inte$al equa-

lions is the moment method [12]. Harrington [12,13] in i967 presented the matrix

methods for field problems that reduce the original functional equation to a matrix

equation. Wait [14] and Richmond [15,16] studied rhe scattering of a plane wave by a

solid dielectric cylinder. Wait [14] obtained an approximate solution for the far zone in

the case of a fer¡ite cylinder whose diameter is small compared to the wavelength.

The name "moment method" has been given to the mathematical procedure that

generates the matrix equations. It gives a general procedure for treating field prob-

lems. The details of the solution [13,i5], however, vary widely with the problem under

consideration. The application of the moment method gives a direct solution as long as

the operator equation is simple. In most cases, field problems of engineering interest

are not so simple. The physical problem may be represented by many different opera-

tor equations, and a suitable one must be selected. In many situations [15-16], tech-

niques such as point matching were introduced to facilirare rhe solution of the scatter-

ing problem using the moment method.

Mei and van Bladel [17] have solved numerically the problem of scattering by a

conducting cylinder of arbitrary cross-section employing integral equation formula-

tions. These equations we¡e reduced to a matrix equation to be solved for the su¡face

currents and hence to calculate the far scattered ñeld. Banough and Goldsmith [18]

have also employed the integral equation approach to deal with the scattering by arbi-

uary shaped scatterers. These formulations are general and can be utilized to study the

scattering by multiple cylindrical structures. However, they provide numerical results

fo¡ the surface cunents and far fields and fail to provide a solution in an analytic form

that could assist understanding of the scattering properties. On the other hand, for

studying the scattering of electromagnetic waves by a conducting cylinder Mullin et.

al. [19] have int¡oduced a method that can determi¡e directly the scattering funcrions
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of the objecr.

Most of the studies carried out on anisotropic or ferrite materials a¡e based on

expansions of the incident and scattered fields in series of Bessel and Hankel func-

tions, respectively. The coefficients of the series a¡e found by imposing the boundary

conditions. In this process, one has to transfer the coo¡dinate systems from one to

another by means of the addition theorem of the cylindrical functions [20-31]. The

scattering by anisotropic materials has also been formulated by a particular application

of the reciprocity theorem in terms of matrix equations to be solved numerically [32-

40) .

Nikolskii [20] rreated the problem of a plane wave incident on a gyrorropic

cylinder magnetized along its axis. Eggimann [21] considered the scatering problem

of a plane wave normally incident on a ferrite cylinder and studied the scattering pro-

perties of a circular ferrite cylinder. Platzmann and ozaki [22] also studied the scatter-

ing properties of a magnetized cylindrical plasma and Gal and Gibson [23] invesrigated

the problem of inhomogeneous cylindrical plasmas. chow [24] studied the case of con-

centric circular ferrite cylinders and ohba [25], and chen and cheng [26] considered

the scattering of electromagnetic waves by infinitely long anisotropic plasma-coated

conducting cylinders.

For the scarrering by a gyrotropic cyrinder, okamoto [32-39] proposed a method

based on the extended integral formulation and studied the scattering properties of an

elliptic ferrite cylinder. The extended integral formularion was fust used in 1965 by

waterman [40] for a metallic scarrerer. This method, based on the reciprocity of elec-

tromagneric waves [35], was extended in 1971 by okamoto [36] to the problem of a

gyrotropic cylinder coated with another gyrotropic layer. okamoto [37], also, applied

this method in 1973 to study the general properties of electromagnetic scanering by

inhomogeneous anisotropic obstacles . The method was further extended to study elec-

tromagnetic scattering by many gyrouopic cylinders of different kinds [36-39] and also

applied to èxamine the scattering by ferrite - loaded comer reffector antennas [40] .
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Recently, however, Graglia [41] and Graglia ¿nd Uslenghi [42-43] proposed a

different formulation to the numerical solution of scattering and propagation in aniso-

tropic materials. The theoretical method in thei¡ formulation is based on a comparison

between macroscopic and microscopic descriptions of electromagnetic fields in material

media. The method, however, is a particular application of the moment method and

requires a computer code to be stn¡ctured carefully for the solution of the integral

equations and its extension to practical problems needs further investigation [43].

So fa¡, the scattering of electromagnetic waves by anisotropic fer¡ite shells has

nor been studied. Perhaps this is partially because the need for designing ferrite anten-

nas with minimum required volume was not present. Recent development of ferrites

and the advent of new magnetic materials having the potential of comparatively low

losses and high permeability may open the possibility of improving the performance of

small antennas and other fe¡rite devices by the introduction of ferrite shells. The use of

ferrite generally introduces additional physical parameters i¡to the problem. In addi-

tion, their presence plays a major role in the field disnibution. For example, the

scattering properties could be controlled externally by the applied static magnetic field,

that causes va¡iation in the permeability of the ferrite material, or by controlling other

parameters such as the thickness of the shell's wall.

L.2. Statement Of The Problem

In this work, a method simila¡ to that of Mullin et. al. [19] is used to study the

scattering of electromagnetic waves by arrays of multiple circular cylinders of different

kinds. The scaftered field due to each cylinder is expressed in terms of appropriate

cylindrical wave functions with unknown coefficients. The total scattered field is given

by a summation of these scattered fields from individual cylinders under consideration.

The unknown coefficients are determined by imposing the continuity conditions of the

tangential electric and magnetic fields at the surfaces of the scatterers. These boundary
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conditions are applied ar a finire number of field points on each cylinder to result in a

matrix equation for the unknown coefficients which can be solved readily. The method

is subsequently applied to study the scattering properties by multiple bodies of

different materials. The method is then applied to some antenna problems to control

the directivity of linea¡ radiator and to study the scanning propenies of ring arays.

In chapter 2, the formulations for both bonducting and dielectric cylinders are first

given and then the convergence of the solutions and the accuracy of the results are

determined by an application of the method to circular cylinders. The method is subse-

quently applied to study the scattering properties of both multiple conducting and

dielectric cylinders. As an application of the method to the antenna problem, it is used

to determine the size and spacing of passive reflectors to controi the directivity of a

linear ¡adiator. Representative results, for both conducting and dielectric scatterers, are

obtained and compared.

In chapter 3, the formulation of the scattering by multiple ferrite cylinders is

given and the validity of the method is also determined. The method is then applied

to antenna problems and is used to optimize linear arrays of solid ferrite cylinders ro

control the directivity of a linear radiator. It is also employed to study the scanning

properties of ring array antennas.

In chapter 4, the scattering problem of multiple ferrite shells is formulated

employing the method developed in chapters 2 and 3. The method is also employed to

investigate the effect of the shell wall thickness as well as rhe effect of the applied dc

magnetic field on the scaltering properties. In addition, it is used to determine the size

and spacing of passive dielectric and magnetized ferrite shells to improve the di¡ec-

tivity of antennas.

Finally, conclusions of the work presented herein a¡e drawn and future work is

suggested in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

SCATTERING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC.WAVES BY

ARRAYS OF CONDUCTING AND DIELECTRIC CYLINDERS

The Method of Boundarv Discrete Points

2.1. Introduction

The problem of electromagnetic wave scattering from c¡,ti¡fl¡js¿l structures is one

of the classical boundary value problems that has been studied by numerous authors.

For arrays of parallel c)'linders two different methods have been utilized, one based on

an iteration technique [1-4] and the other on a coordinate transformation [5-11] to

facilitate the application of boundary conditions . However, difficulties are encountered

in determining solutions by either method. In the iteration method, approximate solu-

tions are obrained thar progressively include the influence of the adjacent cylinders.

The generated solutions are therefore in a se¡ies form, which in general may not con-

verge to an exact solution. This is often the case when the cylinders are close to each

other and excluding the effect of adjacent ones results in a crude approximation. on

the other hand, the use of a coordinate transformation to facilitate the application of

boundary conditions can provide an accurate solution, but for a large number of

cylinders it becomes excessively difficult to handle.

The scattering by infinitely long cylinders is a two- dimensional electronagnetic

problenr that can, in principle, be solved numerically. Mei and Van Bladel [17] have
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formulated the problenr for a conducting cylinder of arbitrary cross- secrion using

integral equation formulations. They have then reduced these integral equations to a

matrix equation to determine the surface currents, which a¡e subsequently used to cal-

culate the fa¡ scattered fields. Banough and Goldsmith [18] have also used an integral

equation approach to handle the scattering by arbitrary shaped cylinders. These formu-

lations are general and can also be used to study the scattering by multiple cylinders.

However, they provide numerical results for the surface cunents and fa¡ fields and fail

to provide an analytic form for the solution to help understanding the scattering pro-

perties. On the other hand, Mullin et al [19] have introduced a method that dete¡mines

directly the scattering functions of the object. It is therefo¡e more useful for under-

standing the scattering properties and the convergence of the solution.

In the following secrions, first the formulations for both conducting and dielectric

cylinders are given and then the convergence of the solutions and the accuracy of the

resulfs a¡e determined by an application of the method to circular cylinders. The

method is subsequently applied to study the scattering properties of both ntultiple con-

ducting and dielectric cylinders. As an application of the method to antenna problems,

it is used to deternrine the size and spacing of passive reflectors to conÍol the direc-

tivity of a linea¡ ¡adiator. A few representative results, for both conducring and dielec-

tric scatterers, are obtained and analvzed .

2.2. Formulation Of The Problem And Solution

In the present work we have used a method similar to that of Mullin et al [19] to

study the scatrering by multiple cylinders. The scattered field due to each cylinder is

expressed in terms of appropriate cylindrical wave functions with unknown

coefficients. The total scartered field is therefore given by a summation of these indivi-

dual scattered fields. Bounda¡y conditions are thus appüed that couple the scattered

fields with unknown coefficients to the known incident field. To determine these
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unknown coefficients the boundary conditions are enforced in a finite, but an adequate

number of field points on each cylinder. consequently, a matrix equation for rhe unk-

nown coefficients is obtained, which can be solved readily. The method provides

several advantages over the existing analytical and numerical methods : 1) the final

form of the scattered field is an analytic expression that can be used readily to com-

pute the far fields, 2) it provides directly the scattering coefficients of each cylinder

separately, the number of these coefficients can be controlled independently for each

cylinder to ensure the convergence and the accuracy of the computed fields, and 3) it

avoids the use of iteration or orthogonality integrals and coordinate transformations

that can be tedious for a large number of cylinders.

The geometry of the problem, as shown in Fig. 2.1, consists of M parallel,

infinitely long conducting or dielectric circular cylinders of radii å",( s = 1,2,...,M ).

The axes of these cylinders are parallel to the z- axis and are located at (d",ry, ) from

the origin of a coordinare system and the origins of their local coordinates are ar

(¡"",y"" ). When dielectric cylinders are used, a ¡elative permittivity e," is assumed.

For the incident plane wave (E- polarized field), with a propagation vector B', the

E field can be expressed as:

E:nî = E oe-jd.î (2.1)

and when a line source located at (r6,Qs) is considered, rhe E- ûeld is expressed, for

the stå cylinder, as

¡inc - | nf 
H,<2)1Br o"¡Jn(pr" )s-.¡ì 

(Ô, -v* ), /"(16 e2a)"r, - 4j n=*

t'irc - 
7 n'=-

tt;; = -; 2 Hl2)(þr,)J,(Br6,)¿-rn(8,-v"), rs)/. e.2b)4t '

with ¿Jo' tine dependence that will be suppressed throughout. B is the wave number,
)¡¡(=:1), where 2,, is the free space wavelengrh.
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lig. 2J Geometry of the problem of

multiple scottering by circulor cylinders.



wheÍe asn are the scatte¡ing coefficients to be determined.

The E field inside the dielectric cylinder can also be written as

njp = "f c¡,(F"r")e-rnþ, (2.4)

where B" = roú" esE", p" is the *îr.0,,,,, and c¡ is the frequency of the incident

wave, eo is the permittivity of empty space, and c"n are scattering coefficients to be

deternrined.

From Maxwell's equations the radial component of the scattered H- field can be

written as:

- 11-

The scattered field from the sr¡ cylinder can be written as

u: = 
l{*a,^at2)(þ,)e 

i"þ'

"tt 
= ff:{ a,,.nH }2) 1þr,¡e-i"ë,

. -iß- "=-te = ;,",=à c,nr n' 7þ, r,¡e-in ö'

\¿.t)

(2.s)

(2.7)

and its Q component is :

äð"" = # "f o,^Hl2)'(Fr)n-i"ç, e.6)

Similarly, the Q- componenr of rhe H- field inside the dielectric cylinder can be

represented as :

for r"<år. In the above equations, J,r' and, HnQ)' a¡e the first derivatives of the Bessel

and Hankel functions with respect to their arguments

Applying the boundary conditions on the surface of each cylinder provides the

following equations :
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.M
E#c + >E:f = E;! (2.8)

and;

.M
n'{c + lHs{,¡ = Ht$ (2.9)

i=1

where it should be noted rhar for a conduiting cylinder the Ejf and tlil are simply

zefo.

On the surface of the srn cylinder eq.(2.8) becomes :

nf 
a rnH^Q)1Br ß)e-inþ,, +"f ar,,H nQ)(Þr 2,¡¿-i"8, + ... +

t¡=...æ ¡¡ =-æ

¡¡ =€

,'E 
a,,H,Q)lÞb)e-inþ' - E;! = -E¿!" (2.10)

and eq. (2.9) on this suface will become:

"î o r, r',, (2)18r,, 
¡cosc1, e-./i'Qu + fi; 

"î o r, nn r2)1Br," ¡sinc," e-i, 0,"

+ "f o 2,, H'n (2)(Þ, 
z, )cossz, e- l" Þ u + t'; 

" ï 
_o 

o, rr-{z)1Br r" ¡sinc¡ e -i,, o'

+ .... + "f o,a 
^'(2)(þbJe-i"8' 

+ .... +

)|"r,n,ur,ru,*","",),)-,^*'.d*:lan,,nH 
j2)(Fru)sin'"rf, 4,,,

(ùIln (ÙU^

- lB "r" = -;Ë"r" Q.11)

where c!¡, is the angle between Hr¡ and i1., at the point considered on the surface of

the sr¿ cylinder I see Appendix I ]

If eqs. 2.8 and 2.9 were valid everywhere on the surface of the stå cylinder, it

must be valid at any arbitrary point on its surface. Thus one can apply these equations

(2N + 1 ) times at (2N + 1 ) different points on each surface. This corresponds to (2N
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+ 1 ) values of the angle Q" and, therefore, M(2N+1) or 2M(2N+i) equarions are

obtairied when considering the conducting and dielectric cylinders respectively. These

equations can be written in the matrix form:

I t all "l lu'l
fc ol f,i= ivl Q'tz)

and thus can be solved simultaneously to determine the unk¡own scattering coefficients

.Details a¡e given in Appendix II for strucruring this matrix equâtion, in which :

A,i, = H nQ)(þr¡,¡e-j"Þ" ,

B 
^ = -J n(þrrr)e-j'Q' ,

Cn¡" = lH 'n(2)1Br*¡cosc¡" * 
ff;n,{r)<Þr,.,¡sinc;"1e 

-ri'Q",

D^ = - 
Poþ/' 

n(þ"r)e-i"ç,

lt = -Fi*

and

ou"y^ = -lË¡Itf
Note that the above matrix equation for conducting scatterers is reduced tolt
ILA B )Íul =[U]. The unknown coefficients arn and cs,i are represented in the

matrix for by [a] and [c] respectively, see Appendix II. In the above equations; the

following definitions hold .

'""=ffi
o""=,rn-tlY" I l"in9' l

.rcr + ,r cosqs

6-. = run-t¡ 
r"iSi4 0"; -)",

' r"¡ cos$.; - .r., '
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rrrSinþ", - yr¡ _

9,r = tan ' t --------- ,- l
r"" coSQ", - f.¡

rr¡ = !(r"¡ cosQ" ¡ - r"r)2 + (r"¡ sinQ"¡ - y", )2

and

where i and s can take rhe values: 1,2, 3, ...., and M. The paraneters in the above

equations are shown in Fig. 2.1 .

The method employed, herein, follows the analytical approach in obtaining the

boundary equations, but a¡e satisfied at a number of finite discrete points on the sur-

face of the scatterer in the domain of the function e.¡h0. This is equivalent to the

moment method's approach where the boundary equations are multiplied by a set of

ô(Q-Q;) functions and integrated over the boundary surface. We shall refe¡ to the

method hereafrer as the merhod of Boundary Discrete points, or BDp for short.

once the scattering coefficients a"n are determined from the solution of the boun-

dary equations, the far scattered field and hence the scattering cross section can be

computed. The total scattering cross section, or the scattering width, o can be defined

as the total scattered power per unit length per incident power density. In the case of
cylindrical objects, we have

r¡=ffi
tor=ffi

_,. )"6sinQ6 - d" sinrp" _ì/6' = tan ' l. ------------- . I
rgcoSQ6-d" coS\,r"

¿ I Erol l'
"= p l"=r I

(2.13)

The back scattering width oB and the fo¡wa¡d scattering widrh are obtained at Q=00

and O=r+00 respectively. In eq.2.13, E" is the total scattered field given by
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M
E" = 9Ë-r1" ¡=-=t "

With the far field approximation fo¡ the Hankel functions it takes the form

o-i\, - i4 ^=u ,¡ . . \ ¿=è rht++lE" = :-=^-t!2r" n ) ¡eiÞ4."o<Q-rv^) 
'2 

a^,e''' 2 ''1 e.l4)|,Lpt m=\

In the results, to be followed, # i, taken as a normalizarion factor.1rÞr

When the incident field is polarized transve¡sely to the z- axis, a similar pro-

cedu¡e can be followed.

b) lt, Polarization ( normal polarization )

When the incident ñeld is polarized Fansversely to rhe z- axis, it can be

expressed as:

H:,'. = Hoe-id.r eJS)

In this case the scattered field from the firsr, second and the s,å cS,linder.s can be

written, respectively, as

l¡ =éH;i = > br^Hj2)1þrr¡e-j^þ'

n=æ
H:5 = > b2,H/2)1Brr1¿-inÖ'

and

¡¡ =æH$g=Ib,ntj2)çþr,¡e-inÔ' (2.18)

Similarly, the field inside the dielect¡ic cylinder, in this case can be written as

. ñ=è
H;!= >c,nJn(þ,r,)e-tne' (2.19)

b ¡, b 2", årn , and cs¡l are the scattering coefficients to be deternlined in this case.

(2.16)

(2.17)
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In order to determine these scattering coefficients, the following boundary condi-

tions are enforced in order to satisfy the continuity of the tangential components of the

magnetic and electric fields on the surface of each cylinder :

,M
H;tr + >Hici = H;! (2.20)

i=l

and;

.M
Effi + )E["¡ = Efi" (2.21)

i=1

where it should be noted that for a conducting case there are no fields inside c¡,li¡ds¡5

. In the above equations;

1

E, = -i-(VXulH,)o

On the surface of the srå cylinder eq.(2.20) becomes :

"f bt,n"rzl1Brr")e-inQ" +f br,unr2l(gr2,¡c-i"Þu + ... +
n=4 ,¡ =_æ

n=4

>, b"nq,Q)(þb,)e-i"ç' - H;! = -H;:{ (2.22)
¡¡ =-æ

At, the same surface, eq. (2.21) becomes:

n=æ',_?_u 
r, r,'(2 ) 

1 B r 1 

" 
) cos a I 

" 
n - i 

n Ö r * d; )lu, ", l2)1 Br, 
" 

¡ s i n a, 
" 

e -rh 0,, +

' 

^l*u ^ 
r,' (2) 

19 r 

^ 
) c o s a¡ e -, u " . # :ïb r. H /2) qþ r 

^ 
¡ si na r, e 

- t n 8, 4

+'.. + "f b,^H,'Q)(þb)e-i"ë,

'^Lrr,r,'(2)¡Br¡1,;cosa¿'" 
¿-inÞsunMs . 

É;)î_ur,,Hj2)1þry")sinar,"-tnÞu, 
¡
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,lofo pr, - _ lofo 
"i-p É6= - p ¿¡í; (2'23)

in which a¡, is the angle between E,¡ and. E,r,

Applying these boundary conditions on each of the surfaces of the other cylinders

one obtains equations simila¡ to eqs. 2.22 and 2.23. These equations can simultane-

ously be written in a matrix form simila¡ to equation 2.12 as:

l¡ n1lø1 lu'l
lc oll'l = lvJ Q.24)

In this equation, A, B, c, and D are as given previously in the case of parallel polari-

zation, while U and V are given by :

II - -uír'¡v¡l! - r ¡2J

i r¡e"
V,' =-18&s

respectively.

similarly this matrix equation can be solved for the scattering coefficients follow-

ing the procedure outlined ea¡lier in the case of parallel polarization.
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2.3. Results and Discussion

To establish the validity of the BDp method, the convergence of the scattering

coefficients is examined and the scattering pattems for a few selected known cases of

scattering are obtained and compared with those obtained by other methods

For a,single conducting circular cylinder, Table 2.1 shows the convergence of the

scattering coefficient a¡ .ln these computations, the size of the cylinder was selected

to correspond to þbr= 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, and i0., where å, is the radius of this

cylinder. This table shows that the scattering coefficients sta¡t to decrease exponen-

tially when the mode n is of the order of Bb1. The numerical values of the back

scattering cross section o¡ are also given in Table 2,2. These values of o¡ become

accruate to seven significant figures as the maximum number of terms, N, utilized in

the computation of Hankel functions approaches a cenain value (N = 10 for
på = 0.5'1.O.However, it was found in this study that the results obtained were accu-

rate to four significant figures when N approaches the value of 6 for þ¿ = I. In addi

tion, the scattering patterns for this singte cylinder were obtained and given inFig.2,2

fo¡ sizes of Bå, = 1.0, 5.0, 10.0 . These results obtained by rhe BDp method a¡e

identical to those obtained by the boundary value solution and other numerical tech-

niques [44,14].

Furthermore, the BDP is applied ro known cases of scattering by two conducting

and dielectric cylinders. we now conside¡ two conducting circular cylinders of equal

radii å1 =bz=b = 0.01591, and axially separared by a distance d =0.47gì, and

illuminated by an incoming plane wave with an angle 0o=100 . The convergence of

the scattering coefficients a6 Ãîd a2n y,tàs examined and found to be well behaved as

indicated in Table 2.3., where these coefficienrs decrease exponentially with n when n

( the order of the cylindrical functions used ) exceeds the value of 2Bå. The scattering
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Table 2.1

The convergence of the scattering coefficients of a singre conducting cylinder of
0år=0.5,1.0,5.0& 10.0, 00=0.0 and with E, polarization.

n
På r=0.5

I o.,. I

Êå r=1.0
I a,- I

Få r=s.o
I o,- I

Få r=10.0
I o,. I

0
I
2
3

4
5

6

7

I
9

t0
11

t2
13

t4
15

16

17

18

t9
tn
21

0.9038
0.3249
0.0113
0.1219 x70-3
0.2127 x10-s
0.1056 x10-7
0.1223 x10-e
0.3681 x10-11

0.4675 x10-13
0.2164 x10-1s
0.5162 x10-17

0.9934
0.4904
0.0694
0.3361 x10-2
0.7448 x1,04
0.1957 x10-s
0.5291 x10-6
0.5883 x10-8
0.7804 x10-10
0.9570 x10-12
0.5201 x1O-ra

0.5722 xl0-1s
0.1636 x10-17

0.1366 x10-1e

0.4989
0.8229
0.2512
0.8564
0.7952
0.9977
0.3604
0.084s
0.0131

0.1422 x10-2
0.1 168 x10-3
0.7679 x10-5
0.9725 x70-7
0.8319 x10-e
0.2271 x10-r2
0.1123 x10-13
0.2349 x10-15
0.5051 x10-r7

0.9753
0.3440
1.01t2
0,4525
0.6692
0.7312
0.1030
0.4663
0.9999
0.6s17
0.9991
0.4605
0.1609 x10-l
0.4245 xl}-l
0.8664 x10-2
0.1416 x10-2
0.1918 x10-3
0.2222 x10a
0.2011 x10-6
0.9787 x10-8
0.9675 x10-1r
0.1103 x10-13
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Table 2.2

The variation of the scattering cross section of a conducting cylinder with trunca-
tion orde¡ N, På 1=0.5, i.0,5.0,& 10.0, and Oo=0.0 and with E, polarization.

o¡ vs. N For One Cylinder

NI
Bå r=0.s

OÀ
Bå r=1.0

O¿
Få r=s.0

Op
Þå r=10.0

Op

0.t16u87
0.8059393
0.8092748
0.8092748
0.8093187
0.8093200
0.8093200
0.8093200
0.8093200
0.8093200

1

2
J

4

6
7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

.1973540
..8121870
.812190
.886490
.8893410
.8894100
.8894140
.8894140
.8894140
.8894140
.8894140
.8894100
.8894100

4.6643860
3.579340
4.6917870

r1.9126200
19.2513200
22.3077300
23.307700
23.0955200
23.095520
23.108240
23.1098240
23.109s800
23.109680
23.10970
23.1098300
23. i098300

10.4376100
83428320
6.5229800

10.5263700
17.3896000
23.3320600
26.8399800
40.4354200
59.3818730
72.4838500
78.042s430
79.55s43cÐ
80.0036900
80.0807800
80.069090
80.080740
80.082640
80.082640
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Fig. 2.2 Scottering potierns of single circulor conducting
cylinders. Eoch is of rodius b.,. plone wove incidence.
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pattern of this case was also obtained and found to agree with that obtained for the

same geomerry by the boundary value solution and by the iteration technique [45-47]

as shown in Fig. 2.3 . similarly, the case of scattering of a plane wave by two dielec-

tric ci¡cular cylinders. These cylinders are of ndä b t0.2L , b z=0.1t, and the

cylinders are axially separated by the disrance d=0.4x, with wave incident at o¿ =00,

and each is characterized by a relative permittivity È,"=2.0. Table 2.4 shows the con-

vergence of the scattering coefficients for this case and Fig. 2.4 shows the cor¡espond-

ing scattering pattems obtained by the BDp method which compares well with those

obtained by the boundary value solution, unimoment [14,15] and the iteration tech-

niques [45-48]. Fig. 2.5 shows the scattering patterns, obtained by the BDp method,

of a plane wave Qs = 2700 by a linear array of three conducting cylinders of

þbt=þbz= På3 = 0.?5 and uniformly spaced by a disrance d, þd =2n. These

¡esults a¡e in agreement with those obtained by the iteration techniques | 46,4j1.

It is to be noted that the computation time taken to obtain the scattering patterns

by the BDP method, for rhe case of two conducting cylinders shown in Fig. 2.3, is

0.68 seconds and that to obtain the pattern shown in Fig. 2.4, for the two dielectric

cylinders, is 0.75 seconds. This is compared to 0.76 and 2.54 seconds taken to obtain

the same pattern by the boundary value and the ire¡ation methods [47,4g] respectively.

Thus the BDP method could save computation time since the marix equation is solved

directly for the scattering coefficients and hence the scattered flelds.

The BDP method is then applied to study the scattering cross section fo¡ a uni-

form array of two, three, and six conducting cylinders as a function of the spacing, d,

between these elements. The results given in Fig.2.ó, show that for an array consisting

of conducting cylinders of equal radii, å, =bz= .. =0.08À, the scattering cross

section is maximum o¡ minimum at some constant value of the spacing regardless of
the number of scatterers involved. As shown in Fig. 2.6, one can see, for the

geometry considered, with plane wave incident at Oo = 900, that rhe fi¡st maximum

occurs at a spacing of d = 0.637?v or where þd = 4.0 and this is followed by a
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Table 2.3

The convergence of the scattering Coefficients of two parallel conducting

cylinders, placed in the x-y plane and axially separated by a distance d. In these com-

putations, the cylinders a¡e of ¡adii b Fb z - 0.159ì, and d=.478L. The cylinders were

illuminated by an incoming plane wave at O0 = 10.0 with E, polarization.

n I o',^ I I a2, I

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

0.23t6

0.5331 x 10-1

0.3005 x 10-2

0.3387 x 10+

0.8969 x 10-6

0.2012 x 10-1

0.1298 x 10-ro

0.1201

0.8996 x 10-r

0.4986 x 10-2

0.5403 x 10+

0.4200 x 10-6

0.1963 x 10-8

0.1277 x 10-10
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Table 2.4

The Convergence of the scattering Coefficients of two dielectric cylinders of radii

b1 and b2 and axially separated by a distance d. The cylinders were illuminated by an

incoming plane wave with E" polarization at an angle Qo, In these computations,

br0.2X and b24.lX, d=0.40X, and Qs=0.0, and e,=2.9

n I a1, I loul

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.4555

0.1733

0.2010 x 10-1

0.2467 x 1.0-2

0.7427 x LO-3

0.1136 x 10+

0.6321 x 10-6

0.8465 x 10-8

0.2716

0.2522 x 10-l

0.1658 x 10-2

0.4301 x 10+

0.6928 x 10-5

0.8661 x 10-6

0.1732 x l0-8

0.2747 x 10-10
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minimum at þd = 6.5,or at d = 1,135),. The scattering partems corresponding to the

maximum scattering width that occurs at d=0.637ì,, with Q¡ = o0, *" shown in Fig.

2.7. From this figure, one can notice ùat the scattering width na¡rows as the number

of the scatte¡ers increases. It is also clear that the magnitude of the maximum scattered

field increases and the fust sidelobe levels decrease by increasing the number of

cylinders.

We now conside¡ a linear array whose elements are parallel circular cylinders and

are placed in the x-y plane. Exciting these elements by an electric line source (exciter),

the \¡vave reflected by a reflector can be directed by the rest of the elements ( directors

) in a fashion simila¡ to rhe case of Yagi-Uda array antennas [49-53]. The exciter-

reflector combination is designed first by optimizing the size and spacing of the

reflecto¡ where the electric line source described by 84. 2.2 is used as an exciter. Fig.

2.8 shows the gain of a combination of a line source and a reflector, which is an

infinite conducting circular cylinder, as a function of their separation X12 for various

reffector sizes . This figure suggests that the optimum separation of the ¡eflector is

Xlz = 0.133À and its radius is selected to be å1 = 0.11, .These parameters of the

reflector are kept unchanged throughout the remaining work in this chapter.

Note that the calculated gain is based on a two dimensional analysis, indicating

the directivity in the plane normal to the configuration. It is therefore defined as

^ _ l(Êxa").f I" - -TÈrrl¿î

and in terms of the calculated fields is given by

c =zn--] ¿ )=-
(2.2s)

llnl,¿q
0

where E, in this equation, is the total fa¡ field, the sum of the incident field (due to the

electric line source) and the roral scatrered field as given by eq. 2.14. Thus the above

definition provides a measure of partern directivity in the azimuthal plane only and is
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Fig. 2.6 Bock scottering cross section, o, of conducting
cylinders of equot rodii, br-b2 =O.OBÀ ond iljuminoted
by o plone wove ond they ore unif ormly spoced by d,
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not the true gain of the array structure, which in practice also includes the directivity

from the other orthogonal plane.

Similarly, from the gain variations with X12 for the case of a dielectric reflector

excited by the same line source as above, one can determine its size and spacing for a

maximum forward gain, the results are illusnated in Fig. 2.9. This figure shows that

for a maximum forward gain a dielectric reflector of radius år = 0.1À has a spacing of

0.325À from the exciter. F¡om this figure and Fig. 2.8, one can see that the conduct-

ing cylinder is a better reffector than the dielectric one of a simila¡ size and spacing

from the exciter.

To optimize the size and spacing of the directors for a maximum forward gain, a

combination of the BDP and a known space penurbation technique, described by

Cheng and Tseng [54-55], and Tseng and Cheng [56] was utilized. Constrainrs are

made to avoid overlapping of the cylinders and to maximize the gain in such a way

that:

GP -G>O

where G is an initial value of the gain and Gp is the first perturbed value due to a per-

turbation in the spacing or the size of the director. For the second perturbation, the first

perturbed value is taken as G and then GP is obtained in accordance with the given

consrraints. For rhe rhird, founh perturbation, and so forrh one can obtain the desired

optimized gain.

For a three conducting element array antenna, the optimized spacing of the direc-

tor is found to be X32= 0.225ì, for a director size of 0.0751,. The spacing berween the

reflecto¡ and the exciter is kept constant atX r-= 0.133À. Fig. 2.10 shows the gain in

dB as a function of the exciter- director separation x 32, for different values of the

radius (å2) of the directo¡.

For an array whose elements are conducting infinite ci¡cular cylinders, Table 2.5

gives the optimized spacings Xi of the directors, for a maximum forward gain ( i and
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j takes values of 1, 2,...,M). In Table 2.5, the optimized spacings a¡e for a rhee ele-

ment a'ray that gives a maximum forward gain of 11.49 dB. For the six element array,

the maximum gain is 12.64 dB.

similarly, the gain variation, for a th¡ee element array with a conducting reflector

of radius 0.1À and a dielectric di¡ecto¡ of radius 0.051" is shown in Fig. 2.11, where a

value of e, =4.0 is assumed. From this figure and Fig. 2.10 one can see that by

increasing the element spacing the gain decreases more rapidly for the conducting

case, but the gain is less sensitive to the element separation for the case of dielectric

directo¡s.

For th¡ee and six element arrays with dielectric ¡eflector and directors, Table 2.6

gives the optimized values of the gain. For the th¡ee element array the gain is 12.41

dB' compared to 11.49 dB for the same ¿uïay with conducting elements. Fo¡ the six

element array it is 13.33 dB versus 12.64 dB for the conducting case. samples of the

radiation patrerns are also obtained and shown in Fig.2.l2 and Fig. 2.13, for arrays

with conducting and dielectric elements, respectively.

Thus a simple and convenient method was described that enabled solution for

scattering from arrays of conducting and dielectric cylinders of infinite length. It pro-

vided the scattering coefficients of each cylinder separately and as such its solufion

accuracy could be controlled by ensuring the convergence of the series for each ele-

ment of the array. It is general and can be used fo¡ both conducting cylinders and

dielectrics or thei¡ combinations. Because it provided the scattering functions of each

cylinder separately, thei¡ influence on the total scatte¡ed field could be studied easily.

since the method does not involve iteration o¡ a coordinate Eansformation it is reta-

tively simple to use and its convergence can be ensu¡ed for any size or separadon of
the elements. The method was applied to both scattering and antenna problems to indi-

cate its usefulness in generating solution and optimizing the pattems.
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Table 2.5

Gain optimization for three and six element arrays.

Conducting Elements :
The electric line source, the exciter, excites the array of conducting circular

cylinders. This sou¡ce is located at (x 12,0.) the reflector (has radius år = 0ltÀ) is at
(0.,0.) and the dtectors (of equal radii of 0.5À ) are at (x¡,0.¡, whe¡e i and j takes the
values 2,3,...,M . The spacings.ï,7 are expressed in terms oi the wavelength 1,.

(Ð Tfuee element array .

Soacins X ,,, X Gain(dB)
Initia-l A¡¡ay

Optimized Array
| 0.133

10.133
0.133
0.200

9.51

lt.49

(ii) Six element array
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Table 2.6

Gain optimization for three and six elements arrays

Dielectric Elements
The electric line sou¡ce, the exciter, excites the array of dielectric ci¡cular

cylinders. This sou¡ce is located at (-r,2,0.), the reflector ( of radius år =0.1À) is at
(0.,0.) and the di¡ecto¡s (of equal radii of 0.05I) are ar (r¡;,s.¡,. where i and j takes the
values 2,3,...,M . These spacings.r¡ are expressed in terms of the wavelength 1,.

(Ð Three element array

Spacing Xrn x Gain(dB)
Initial Array

Optimized Array
0.133
0.133

0.133
0.350

10.94

12.4r

(ii) Six element array

All spacings X¡¡ are in wavelength À.

Spacing xn x23 xu x* Xse Gaín (dB )

Inilial Array
Optimized Array

0.133
0.133

0.350
0.3s0

0.350
0.320

0.350
0.330

0.3s0
0.315

11.61

t3.33
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CHAPTER 3

MULTIPLE SCATTERING AND SCANNING BY ARRAYS OF

ANISOTROPIC CYLINDERS

3.1. Introduction

Most studies treating scattering from anisotropic materials consider special

geometries, for which particular simplifications due to both the shape of the scatterer

and the type of incident wave are possible. A problem extensively investigated in the

past is the scattering from circula¡ anisotropic cylindrical structures [20-40]. Most of

these investigations are based on expansions of the incident and scanered fields in

series of Bessel and Hankel functions, respectively. The coefficients of the series a¡e

determined by imposing the boundary conditions. The scattering problem of anisotro-

pic cylinders of arbitrary cross section has been formulated, by a panicular formulation

of the reciprociry theorem [35], in terms of matrix equations to be solved numerically

[33]. Nevenheless, this latter procedure is rather complicated and is not sufficiently

general, and is limited to cylindrical geometries. This scattering problem has also been

teated employing a different formulation to the numerical solution in terms of an

integro-differential equation [41-43]. The theoretical method used in rhis latter

approach is based on a comparison between macroscopic and microscopic descriptions

of electromagnetic frelds in the material. However, the method requires structuring a

computer code and is difficult to apply to many practical cases and thus needs further

study [43].
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In this chapter, the BDP method as presented in chapter 2, is employed to formu-

late the problem of scattering by arrays of multiple anisotropic cylinders. The conver-

gence of the solution and the accuracy of the results are determined by the application

of the method to known cases of scattering by ferrite circular cylinders. The BDP

method is subsequently applied to study the scattering properries of multiple ferrite

bodies and then antenna problems, where it.is fust employed to determine the size and

spacing of magnetized ferrite reflectors to control the directivity of a linea¡ radiator.

Then it is used to srudy beam scanning by circular arrays of ferrite circul cylinders.

Representative results are obtained and analyzed .

3.2. Formulation of the problem and solution

Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 2.1, of infinitely long, parallel ferrite

cylinders, each with its axis along the z- düection and with a plane wave impinging at

an angle Qg with respect to the positive x-axis. With these assumptions, the problem is

reduced to a two dimensional one in the x-y plane. Applied along the z- axis of each

cylinder is a dc magnetic field, Ë16", and the polarization of the wave is arbitrary. The

field can, therefore, be decomposed into two waves, one which is polarized normal to

the axis of the cylinder and the other is polarized parallel to it. In the fust case, the

magnetic field of the wave is parallel to the cylinder axis a¡d due ro the applied dc

magnetic field a non reciprocal interaction between the field and the magnetization of

the ferrite takes place. Hence the tensor permeability reduces to a scala¡ quantity . In

other words, the problem is a two dimensiona-l one, similar to that of the dielectric

cylinders studied in the chapter 2. For the wave polarized parallel to the z- axis, how-

ever, the dc and RF magnetic fields are perpendicular to each other and the RF field

inte¡acts with the precessing magnetic dipoles of the ferrite. Thus one has to use the

tensor permeability in Maxwell's equations.
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The srå cylinder, ( s=1,2, ...,M ), can be cha¡acterized by a relative permitriviry

e" and a tensor permeability p", in accordance with the linear theory of propagation,

given by [57-59] :

where,

and,

lrt, -¡¿,-lF"=l/" p"J

o,,_
F, = tro[1 * fnr;î* t

o
L = -ll^-"s ^ (or'2 - Q"')

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.s)

IJ

Ar" = # , O" = -- , where y is the gyromagnetic rario of the electron spin,M o, ' vo^lM o,

M6, is the dc magnetization, H9" is the dc magnetic field, and co is the angular fre-

quency of the electromagnetic wave.

From Maxwell's equations;

ÍxÈ = jøeÈ

vxÈ = -jo)È = -icop, Ë

and since the¡e is no variation in the z- direction, eq. 3.5 can be written as:

E=:!vxÈ=-t lo. ll,¡o ;co ¡-, Ol'V4

ol'

1?- I *-, l0" - -J[tr l-r
From eq. 3.1 and 3.6, one can obrain :

1l
o)u'" (3.6)



and in the cylindrical coordinates system, the last two equations can be written in the

form:
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T.. l
È=- 1 l-t* T. lv= -r'.o(ri¿*l 

L P -ik)'oE"

which in Ca¡tesian coordinates gives :

t òE- AE"
H' = i,,ttl-r\uk ð; - ILÉ)

.

t ðE- àE-
Hv = TÑ-t >{v u; + ikÉ)

r ðE- ,, AE-
H, = -------;----;- (r-=- + l---* )' @(v"_k") dr -r 

dQ

t ðE- r ãE-

'o= ,æ-ø(iþÉ -; ,O ,

( 1 +O/r" )2-O"2
I't'rr" = tro nr"0*Ç¡-gl2

The Incident fields take the forms described in Chapter 2 by the equations 2.1,

2.2 and the scattered fields by 2.3 for the E fields and with their correspondirg equa-

tions for the H fields. In this case, the wave number is given by Ê" = rÇ"err^,
in which, lre¡¡¡ is the effective permeability of the stå cylinder and this can be

$?_k?
exPressed as [5/J P¿l/s = 

,r,

In view of the above, Feffs can be rewritten as

(3;7)

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.1 1)

ß.r2).

and inside the ferrite cylinder, the Q component fo¡ the H scattered field becomes

' -tß" i=6 k^n
HY" = "'" I,,v"fi,'^L-b*un'(Þ,r") * ffil,tF"r")le-J,Ö'1 (3'13)

In the above equations, Jn' and H n(2)' are the fust derivatives of the Bessel and

Hanïel functions with respect to their argument. It is also to be noted that putting &"=0
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and [r¿l/r =p0 the above equations will be ¡educed to the case of scattering by dielec-

tric cylinders.

The boundary conditions

Applying the continuity conditions of the tangenrial electric and magnetic field on

each cylindrical surface, as described by equations 2.8 and 2.9, one can obtain the fol-

lowing for the s'å cylinder :

f¡ =€' 

^i_o 
r,, ̂ rrr 

ru r ¡ ) ¿-i n Þ,, + )la z, n 
^e> 

(þr 
^¡ 

¿- i " ë u a . . .

n=æ+ 2 a,nHnQ)7gb)e-i'Ö' - E;! =-E;tr , (3.14)
n=4

',äo r,',r,r rBr 1 

" 
)coscrl 

" 
e 

-rh t" - 
Ufo , ã a ¡ nH j2) 1þr 1 )sinû.,, ¿ 

-.tu 0,,

+',' f a zn H' n(2)1Br ¡ ;cosa¡ e 
- 

" " - d; :la rn H j2) 1þr ¡ ¡sina^ e- i n Þ u

+ .... + 'f o"nÎn42)1pb"¡e-'"Þ, + .... +

' ï o, 
^ 
H, 4z> 1ø, r, n*' "), 

-, ̂
 o * * fi , :la y 

^ 
H j2) (þr ¡a, ¡ sina- ^ Q,,

(0lln (ùLln

- jl#t, =- ñr'æ (3.15)

where o¡" is the angle between H,¡ and 11r", see Appendix I. Simila¡ to the pro_

cedure followed in chaprer 2, the boundary equations 2.8 and 2.9 a¡e valid everywhere

on the surface of the cylinders considered and thus can be applied (2N+1) times at (2N

+1) different points on each cylindrical surface to result in 2M (2N + l) equations that

can be written in the matrix form

l¿ ;l l;l lvl (3. i 6)
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where

An,, = H j2)1Bru¡e-inþ",

B^ = -J n(þ"rr)e-j"þ' ,

C ¡" = fH,{2)iBr¡, ;coscr¡ * ff; n }t\ <Fr r.¡sincr¡, I e 
-/t 0,,

:

., = --41ß- 
k-n

gvl "l; 
tt 

"' 
<8,',) * ¡ffi r, to, r 

")le-in 
þ 

"
u^=-Eif, and

(ùLln
v^ = -iþ H#.

Subsequently, this matrix equation can be solved readily for the scattering coefficients

following the procedure outlined for the case of E- polarization in chapter 2. Once the

2M(N+1) scattering coeffrcients, in this case are determined, the total scattered field

and the echowidth can be obtained :

- e-iþ, - 1 u :n¡ ^^^¿*.,. rñ=- i,t++l-
E, = fr;^l2e 

a ¡ ¡'ruo"o'tc-v^) ,> 
a,n e' '2 ")

and thus the scattering width can also be determined as shown earlier in chapter 2, eq.

2.13.
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3.3 Applications and numerical results

In o¡der to verify the validity of the numerical results obtained using the BDP

method, the convergence of the scattering coefficients is examined and patterns for

known scattering cases a¡e obtained and compared with those obtained by other

methods . Let us consider two parallel ferrite cylinders of radii å, and å2 that are

placed in the x-y plane at (0.,0.) and (0.48î,,0.). The two cylinders are characterized by

relative permittivities er 1=€r 2=e. = 10, and are externally magnetized so that

{2n F{|az - Oa = 8 , Qr=19, and f)2=-1Q. These two cylinders are illuminated by a

plane wave that impings at an angle 0o=900 The scattering coefficients are determined

and the scattering pattems are obtained when å1=0.159¡. and å2=0.1191, . Table 3.1

shows that the convergence of the scattering coefficients is well behaved and the

coefficients a¡ ànd. ab decay exponentially when n exceeds Bå . Fig. 3.1 shows the

scattering width, o determined by the BDP merhod for the two ferrite cylinders

described above. The results shown in this figure are in good agreement with those

obtained by Okamoto [38] using the reciprocity theorem 135-391 .

The effective permeability, lre¡¡ obtained from eq. 3.16, was plotted against O¡1

and is shown in Fig. 3.2 . The resulrs shown in this figure, as they ag¡ee well with

those obtained by Polder [57], Hogan [59] and Okamoto [39], can be used in examin-

ing the effect of the applied dc magnetic field on the scattering properries. This figure

indicates that the vâlues of ¡t"¡¡ vuy slightly with the va¡iation of O¿ in the region

1.0sf)¡,' <6.0 and O¡7>15.0 for O)1. Varying the dc magnetic field and consequently

O¿ in the range 6.0<Q¡¡ <15.0 results in larger variations in the values of the effective

permeability, and thus in the electrical path length in the ferrite material, a useful

parameter to be utilized in scanning applications.
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Table 3.1

The convergence of the scattering coefficients of two ferrite
cylinders of ¡adii åt = 0.159À and br= 0.119À and axially separated by a distance
d = 0.48)r. The cylìnders are illuminated by a plane wave that is incident at an angle

0o = 900 with E, polarization. These cylinders a¡e characterized by a permittivity
t¡ = 10 . The cylinders are extemally magnetized so that Ql = 10 and Oz = -10, and
llut=dlnz=Os =8.

n I a. I b., la.-l I l¡"-l
0

1

2
3

4

5

6

0.8425
0.5753
0.5246 x
0.8663 x
0.2032 x
0.2635 x
0.2295 x

0-2

0-3

0+
6-s
0-7

0.8619
0.239r
0.1 187 x
0.1072 x
0.4294x
0.1725 x
0.9109 x

6-t
6-t
o-2
n-2

6-3

0.8092 I 0.8444
0.3222 I o.ses¿

^I0.9436 x10-2 | o.ztal xto-'
0.9010 xl0+ I 0.224e xlo-r
0.1526 x l0-5 I 0.s¿00 xt0-2
0.528i x to-7 I o.zsøl *to-z
0.4087 x t0-8 I o.ttze* lo-3
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3.3.1 Linear arrays . Plane wave excitation

Let us now consider two ferrite cylinders of equal radii å, = b2=b = 0.1î., each

is cha¡acterized by a permittivity €,=10. These cylinders are illuminated by a plane

wave that impings at an angle 0o = 00 and magnetized in such a way that C)1 and f,)2

become 10 and -10 respectively. With these parameters, the echowidth or the back

scattering width, o¡ was computed as a function of the axial separation d between the

cente¡s of the two cylinders The results are shown in Fig. 3.3 for representative

values of O¡i=1.0, 8.0,9.8, and 20.0 . From this figure, one can see that the amplitude

of the echowidth changes non linearly with the applied dc magnetic field . However,

the positions of the maxima (or the minima) of the oB do not change significantly

with variation of O¡1 .

The scattering width o was computed for two, six, and twelve element linea¡

afÌays of circular ferrite cylinders, with Or = Oz = ,,.. = O = 10 and

l)a t = Quz - .... - Ol/ = 9.8, and e. = 14 for all cylinders. Fig. 3.4 shows the varia-

tion of the scattering width with the spacing, d between adjacent scatterers in the uni-

form spaced array of ferrite cylinders. Fig. 3.5 shows the relative echowidth, for a

twelve element array of ferrite cylinders, as a function of the separation d for different

values of Q¡l = 1.0, 8.5, and 9.8. This figure shows that a maximum scatte¡ing occurs

approximately at a distance, d = 0.850À. From this figure and Fig. 3.3, it can be seen

that the scattering properties as they are expressed in terms of the scattering width vary

non linearly with the applied magnetic field due to the anisotropic propenies. of the

ferrite material. However, the values of maximum and minimum scattering width occur

at certain values of the separation, d . These values of d are independent of the number

of scatterers involved a¡d do not change significantly with rhe variation of the applied

dc magnetic field in this case.
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Let us consider parallel arrays, each consisting of six ferrite cylinders of equal

radii(åt=bz=..=å=0.1I). Each cylinder is cha¡acterized by a relative permit-

tivity e¡=14 and externally magnetized so that OÄ, and O become 9.8 and -10 respec-

tively . The cylinders are uniformly spaced at a distance d = 0.850À and the arrays are

also uniformly spaced by a distance X and are illuminated by a plane wave that imp-

ings at an angle Q6 = 00 and perpendicular to the axis of the array as shown in Fig.

3.6. The back scattering widrh o¡ is fust calculared for the single anay and subse-

quently for the two and three arays as a function of the separation X . As Fig. 3.6

shows the back scaÍering width is a maximum at X = 0.47 57ç and this value of X does

not vary significantly by adding extra arays. However, at X = 0.25ì,. one finds that

o¡ is reasonably low and thus can be selected in order to obtain low back scattering

width. The scattering patterns conesponding to X = 0.251" for the two and three paral-

lel arrays are shown in Fig. 3.7 as they are compared with that of a single array of six

ferrite cylinder of the same pa¡ameters, It can be seen from this figure that the addi-

tion of another array to the single one results in an increase of the scattered field by a

factor of 1,92,'|he addition of two arrays to the single one causes causes an increase

in the scattered field by a facto¡ of 2.69 .

Let us now conside¡ two parallel a¡rays separated by a quarter of a wavelength to

suppress the back scattering. Each array consists of six elements of infinitely long cir-

cular ferrite cylinders of the same parameters as described above. The scattering

width, o, is computed and the scattering patrems are obtained for different values of

the axial distance d between adjacent elements in each array. Fig. 3.8 shows the

scattering width o, ( normalized to its peak value), as a function of the scattering angle

g, for the array described above when d = 0.8501, and for different values of

Qa = 1.0,8.5, and 9.8 Ir shows a sha¡p and large main lobe whose position

corresponds to o = 123.00 for o = -10.0 and o¡¡ = 9.8 . The position of this main

lobe va¡ies sLightly with the variation of O¡, however, there is a noticaable change in

the scattering pattern in general and in the sidelobes in panicular. Fo¡ this linea¡
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aray, Fig. 3.9 shows the normalized scattering width o (with respect to the peak value

of the case corresponding to d=0.85î,) versus the scattering angle Q for different values

of the spacing d when O¡ = 9.8 and O=-10 . This figure indicates that the mâin lobe

position could be scanned slightly by the variation of d. Reversing the applied static

field, so that O = 10, the pattern di¡ection reverses about the incident plane, Fig. 3.10,

and the position of the main lobe corresponds to q = -120.80. In other words, the main

lobe can be steered electrically by a reversal of the applied dc magnetic field. Thus,

from figures 3.9 and 3.10, one can conclude that the scattering pattems as well as the

positions of the main lobe can be controlled by the applied static mâgnetic freld and/or

the spacing between the elements in the array. A summary of the scattering properties

of the two parallel arrays is given in Table 3.2 .

In the following section, we consider the application of the BDP method to linea¡

arrays of magnetized ferrite circula¡ cylinders to control the directivity of a linear radi-

ator.

3.3.2 Linear Arrays. Line Source Excitatíon

Let us now consider a linear array whose elements are magnetized ferrite circula¡

cylinders placed in the x-y plane. The elements a¡e excited by a linear radiator ( that is

described by eq. (3.13) and located at (X 12,0)) a¡d the reflected wave ( by a reflector

situated at (0.,0.) can be directed by elements, located at (X n0.), as previously dis-

cussed in chapter 2 for the cases of conducting and dielectric arrays.
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Table 3.2

The scattering properties of two six element parallel linear arrays of fenite
cylinders. Each element is of radius å = 0.1À and characrerized by a relative permit-
tivity €/ = 14. The two arrays are separated by a distance of U4 and the elements in
each anay are uniformly spaced by a distance d = 0.85)". The ar¡ays are excited by a

plane wave that is incident ar an angle 0o = 00 and perpendicular to the axis of the
array.

a) C)=10.0 and Or1=9.8

b) O=-10.0 and O/1=9.8

I
0.8s0
0.875

125.95
138.50

49,45
48.00

0.850
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To design the exciter - ferrite reflector combination, the gain as expressed in

chapter 2, eq. 2.25, was computed as a function of Xr2, the distance between the

reflector and the ¡adiator. Fig. 3.1i shows the results for a ¡eflector of radius å1,

E,=74.0, O = 10. and C2¿ = 9.8. The results indicate that the cha¡acteristics of the

reflected wave depend on the size of the ¡eflector as well as the magnetic properties of

the ferrite material. This figure shows that the gain is a maximum at a given value of

xp that is dependent on the reffecto¡ size. Thus the choice of the excite¡- reflector

combination is dependent on the value of the required maximum gain as well as the

value of x 12. Maximum gain and a smaller value of x 9 are preferred and from Fig.

3.11 a reflecto¡ of ¡adius år=Q.tÀ, separated from the exciter by Xrz= 0.15I was

selected. This reflecto¡ - exciter combination with the above selected parameters will

be used throughout the remaining work. Fig. 3.12 shows the gain variation with x ,,
fo¡ the above mentioned exciter reflector combination for representative values of the

applied field rhar correspond to the values of C).¡1 of 1.0,9.0,9.g, and 15.0 . The

gain, according to fhis figure, depends on the values of Og, which in turn can be

externally controlled by the applied staric magnetic ñeld. It is apparent from Fig. 3.12

that the value of 9.8 for o¡1 gives a reasonably higher gain at a relatively small value

of the spacing X12, selecting this value of o¡¡, additional ferrite directo¡s are added

to control the directivity of the linear radiator in a fashion simila¡ to that of yagi-uda

ar¡ay [49-53]. The spacing berween the di¡ecror is optimized for a maximum gain

employing the BDP method and the space perturbation technique of cheng and rseng

[54-56]. Table 3.3 gives examples of the optimized spacings and the conesponding

gains for four, and six element arrays. It is with the values of Oa4.g,er=14., and

Qo=1800 a¡e fixed. It is evident thar, the gain increases and the beam width and the

sidelobe levels decrease with the number of elements. The ¡adiation pattems for the

optimized four, six, and twelve element arrays a¡e shown in Fig. 3.13 .
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Table 3.3

Examples of

Gain Optimization and properties of Linear Arrays of

Magnetized Ferrite Cylinders 
.

The array elements are placed.in the x.y plane and located at (Xij,0.) where X¡; is
the spacing between the itå and jrå elements. The array is excited by an electric'iine
source located at (X n,0.) and the reflector is ar (0.,0.). The reflector is of radius
år = 0.1À and the directors are of equal ¡adii of 0.05À

a) Four element array

b) Six element arra¡'

Spacine.À Xrc x," iain(dB) ó SLL(dB)
initial

O¡rt.
0.150 I 0.250
0.1s0 I 0.32s

u.z5u
0.329

10.991
11.865

¿o,55
21.79

.'/.JÓÓ

-8.859
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3.3.4 Ring Arrays

Eggimann [21] fust suggested that a circular array of ferrite cylinders sunounding

an electric line source might shift its main lobe by varying the applied magnetic field.

Later, Okamoto [38] presented a numerical method for solving the two dimensional

problem of scattering by multiple gyrotropi.c cylinders. He then showed by numerical

results the possibility of beam scanning by a circular array of plasma cylinders [36].

He also designed and investigated the performance of a sca¡ning antenna using ferrite

¡ods [60] . He found that the pattern of this antenna has a beam with suppressed

sidelobes. However, in Okamoto's work the main lobe could be rotated only at inter-

vals of about 300 by gradually changing the axial magnetic field applied to the ¡espec-

tive ferrites, and, a continuous scanning could not be achieved.

In this section, the BDP method is employed in the design of ring arrays for con-

tinuous scanning. The validity of the BDP method was, again, ensured by its applica-

tion to a twelve element circular array of ci¡cular ferrite cylinders. The elements have

equal radii of 0.1591. and the position of the stå cylinder is determined by the radius

of the array, R and the angle 0" = 300s-150. A line source is located at the coordinate

origin and, for each cylinder, O" = O = 1.0 and O¡¡" = 0.4s - 1.4 for sS6 and

O¡¡" = 1.4 - 0.4(s - 6), for s 27. This follows the work of Okamoto [60] where it

was found, in studying the beam scanning by circular array of ferrite cylinders, that the

main lobe appeared in the di¡ection between the adjacent ferrites whose magnetization

have the opposite sign and whose magnetic fields have a smaller amplitude than the

others. Fig. 3.14 illustrates the radiation pattern, obtained by the BDP method,

defined as the total freld versus the scattering angle Q. This figure shows that the

obtained pattem agrees well with that obtained by Okamoto t37-381. It also shows a

single main lobe and sidelobes that are symmetric about the yz plane .

As suggested by Eggimann l21l and, Okamoto [37-38], with a cyclic change of

the dc magnetic fields the ¡adiation pâtterns can be ¡otated and, hence, an electronic

scanning antenna may be obtained. However, a continuous scanning could not be
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achieved previously by Okamoto [60]. This is probably because the value of rhe used

applied dc magnetic field, 1/.o=415. O¿ causes slight variation in the effective per-

meability and hence in the electrical path lengrh.

The applied field may have various forms. However, we follow Okamoto's

suggestion [60] and select rhe case of

Hs" = ¿In,x,Sin (0" + ô) (3.16)

whe¡e s takes the values 1,2,,.... ,Ìt4 . M is the total number of array elements con-

sidered and Hn,'u* and ô a¡e the amplitude and phase of the applied dc magnetic field .

This way of applying the magnetic field simplifies the design of the power sources

used for deriving pairs of coils in the case of scanning a main lobe of an antenna [60].

In the case of a twelve element circular array of ferrite cylinders, it requires six sine-

wave sources with phase delay by 300, which can be composed of one sine-wave

source and delay circuits ( then õ = oof where oo is the angular frequency of scanning

and t is the time ). This is the reason why l/s, given by eq. 3.16 is chosen.

With the given definitions of C) and Qs and in accordance with Fig. 3.2, it is

important to select the operating region for determining the phase and amplitude of the

applied static field required for scanning. Okamoto chose the values of O¡¡ in the

range of 1.0 <Oä <5.0 . Clearly, a variation of the field in this region results in a ¡ela-

tively small changes in the corresponding effective permeabiliry, IL"¡¡. On the other

hand, any slight change of the applied field for 5.0 <Or1< 8.9 or 9.5 <ç¿¡¡ < 14.0

can result in significant changes in the respective values of the effective permeability .

Selecting, Ë/r"" such that it falls in either of these two regions, one obtains a main

lobe for the aray, and then varying ô results i¡ the beam roÞtion .

For the above considered twelve element ci¡cular array of ferrite ci¡cular

cylinders, Fig. 3.15 shows the effect of the 11n,'r,. on rhe patrern for ô = 00 . In this

figure, the normalized gain is plotted against the scattering angle Q, and a single large

main lobe is obtained. The corresponding sidelobe levels and rhe b€am width of this
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Table 3.4
The Characteristics of a Tweleve Element Ci¡cular Array of

Ferrite Cylinders as functions of i1n.u" for ô= 00.

The array is excited by an electric line source that is located at its centre. Each
element is a magnerized ferrite cylinder of ¡adius b = 0.1), and of e. = 14.. The
array's radius is R = 1.0À

Hu",(oe) þ2,r, BWO SLL(dB) Gain (dB)

326.0
415.0

504.0
864.0

1r52.0
1410.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

16.735
15.913

r 5.005
20.62r
19.877

16.088

-9.389
-8.773

-8.783
-8.0s0
-8.828
-9.275

3.115
3.260
3.32r
2.205
2.800
2.875
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Table 3.5

The cha¡acteristics of a tweleve element ci¡cular anay of ferrire cylinders as func-
tions of the phase angle ô for constant varues of Hy^. The array is of a radius R=i.1,.
The cylinders are of equal ¡adii 0.1À

â) än.* = 415.0 Oe.

ô0 ô!-,- BWU I SLLIdR) Gain (dB)
U.U

10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0

U.U

0.90
1.20

30.70
31.00
31.90
58.50
61.00
61.00
90.00

15.913 I -8.773
15.687 I -9.390
14.264 I -s.37s
13.3e6 | -9.se1
13.904 I -9.36e
rs.6s7 I -e.3e0
15.017 I -9.414
13.904 I -9.3s3
15.914 I -9.390
15.914 I .e.3eo

L3.Z6tJ
13.101
13.127
13.260
13.2L7
13.220
13.215
13.260
13.265
13.T94

b) H''"* = 1410.0 Oe.

ô0 ô( BWO SLL(dB) I Gain ldB)

10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0

U.U

9.50
18.30
27.s0
40.00
49.00
61.00
71.50
79.00
90.00

rÕ.Uðð
16.598
16.039
16.818
17.130
16.956
16.546
16.338
16.000
16.051

-E.Z1s I 12.878
-8.135 I tz.zos
-7.8ss I tz.tts
-7.178 I rz.ooo
-6.s6s I tzJse
-7.000 I rz.sss
-7.s33 I rz.ool
-8.126 I tz.tøs
-8.t17 | tz.zot
.8.013 I 12.200
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array are given in Table 3.4. This table also shows the effect of Hmax on the charac-

teristics of the considered array. Now, changing the phase angle õ, as indicared in

Table 3.5, results in a beam rotation at intervals of about 300, and not continuously, in

agreement with Okamoto [60] . Examples of the main lobe ¡otation are shown in Fig.

3.16 for õ = 00, 600, and 900 and for I/."* = 415 Oe .

For the same twelve element ciicular array, selecting ¡Imü so that

9.5 <Oä < 15.0 also results in pattems having single main lobes as shown in Fig.

3.17. However, the sidelobe levels in this case are higher than those shown in Fig.

3.16 . The aray characteristics as functions of ¡lmax are shown in Table 3.5 for

ð=0.0

At ¡1max = 14i0 Oe, ô was va¡ied in o¡der to scan the beam and Fig. 3.18 and

Table 3.5 show that the main lobe is continuously scanned . However, in this case, the

pattern and thus the gain, beam width, and sidelobe levels change noticeably with the

phase angle ô. This continuous scanning of the beam can be obtained by a variation

of the phase angle provided certain values of ¡Imax and hence f,)g are selected. The

cha¡acteristics of this array as functions of the phase angle õ are shown in Table 3.5

for .F1-* = 7410 Oe.

The change of the main lobe position, sidelobe levels, and úe beam width as a

¡esult of the va¡iation of the phase angle õ of the applied static field a¡e summarized in

Figs. 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21 respectively for I{-* =7410Oe. The sidelobes and the

beam widths conesponding to the values of ¡Imax of 415 Oe and 1410 Oe are also

shown in Figs. 3.20 and 3.21, respectivelyr for the sake of comparison. According to

these results, the position of the main lobe varies linearly with the angle ô. This linea¡

relationship was found to be Onaif¡ =pô. The change of the sidelobe levels wirh

variations of ô was found to be less than 7.0 7a and the beam width varied by about

22.0 Va .
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In order to further suppress the sidelobe levels and to increase the gain, investiga-

tors [61-66] have suggested the use of concentric rings in arrays of conducting ele-

ments. In this thesis, we uJ" a similar approach and distribute ferrite elements, ( twelve

), in concentric rings. For the oute¡ array with nine elements we assume the radius is

the same as the above array, i.e., R = 1.0L The othe¡ three elements a¡e distributed on

an inner layer of radius R¡ = 0.25ì, . For ¡his two ring array and ã-* = 1410 Oe,

Fig. 3.22 shows rhe pattem as it rotates with the angle ô . The gain has increased by

about 7.45 7o, the sidelobe levels a¡e suppressed by about 3.00 Vo, and, the beam width

is na¡rowed by 5.00 7o with respect to the single ring array of the same outer size.

Table 3.6 gives the characteristics of this double layered ring aray as a function of the

phase angle 6 when l1^.,,= 7410Oe.

In this chapter, the problem of scattering by anisotropic cylinders was formulated

and solved by means of the BDP method. The convergence of the solution was

ensured and the scattering coefficients of each cylinder were obtained directly and

separately. The method was then applied to cont¡ol the directivity of a linear radiator

that excites multiple magnetized ferrite cylinders. It was also utilized to investigate the

scanning properties of circula¡ arrays of ferrite cylinders and continuous scanning of

the beam was achieved.
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Table 3.6

The characteristics of a two concentric ring array as functions of the phase angle
ô for a constant H^u" = 1410 oe. The anay is excited by the same électric line
source as in Table 3.5. The outer ring has a radius of 1.0À and contains six elemnts.
The inne¡ ring has a radius of 0.25r and has three elemenrs. All elements a¡e fer¡ite
cylinders of equal radii (å = 0.11") and relative permittivity e,=14.

â) än.* = 415.0 Oe.

ô(-ì ,¡o BWO I SLL(dB) Gain ldR)
.00.rJ

50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0

0
10.0 | 9.77
2o.o I te.ls
3o.o I 29.8s
4o.o I 4r.oo

90.0

50.90
60.40
70.00
19.73
90.00

r5.Jó4 | -ð.507
15.78s I -8.3ss
1s.2ss | .8.128
rs.960 | -7.393
76.239 I -7.18S
16.0s7 I -7.224
15.686 I -7.s68
1s.s21 | -8.370
15.200 | .8.361
1s.249 I .8.253

r3.831
13.10s
13.088
12.894
13.064
13.794
12.896
13.069
13.116
r3.109
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Chapter 4

SCATTERING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES BY ARRAYS

OF FERRITE CYLINDRICAL SHELLS

4.1. Introduction

So fa¡, the scattering of electromagnetic waves by ferrite shells has not been stu-

died. Perhaps, this is partially because the need fo¡ designing ferrite antennas with a

minimum required volume was not present. Recent development of ferrites and the

advent of new magnedc materials having the potential of comparatively low losses and

high permeability may open the possibility of improving the performance of small

antennas and othe¡ ferrite devices by the inrroduction of ferrite shells. The use of fer-

rites, generally, introduces additional physical parameters into the problem and their

presence plays a major role in rhe field distribution. consequently, parameters, such as

the permeability and the thick¡ess of the shell wall can be used to control thei¡ scatter-

ing properties.

In this chapter, the BDP method, as introduced in chapters 2 and 3, is also used

to study the scattering by multiple cylindrical shells . The scartered field of each shell

is expressed in terms of appropriate cylindrical wave functions with unknown

coefficients. The total scattered field is the¡efore given by a summation of these indiv!

dual scattered fields. Boundary conditions are applied that couple the scattered fields

with unknown coefficients to the known incident field. To determine these unknown

coefficients the boundary conditions are enforced in a finite, but an adequate number
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of fleld points on each cylindrical surface . Consequently, a matrix equarion for the

unknown coeffrcients is obtained, which ca¡ be solved readily.

In this study, fust the formulation of the multiple scattering by ferrite or dielectric

cylindrical shells is given and the convergence of the solution and the accuracy of the

resuhs are determined by an application of the method to known cases of cylindrical

shells. The method is subsequently applied io study the effect of the shell \xall thick-

ness and the applied dc magnetic field on the scattering properties of cylindrical shells.

Further, the method is applied to antenna problems where it is used to determine the

spacing of passive dielectric o¡ magnetized ferrite reflectors to control the directivity of

a linea¡ radiator, A few representative results for both dielectric and ferrite scatterers

are obtained and compared.

4.2. Formulation Of The Problem And Solution

The geometry of the problem, as shown in Fig. 4.1(a&b)., consists of M parallel

fer¡ite o¡ dielectric circular cylindrical shells. Each has inner and outer radii R^ and

Ãås, respectively, and is generally characterized by a relative permittivity e¡s and a

tensor permeabilily p. The axes of these cylindrical shells are parallel to the z- axis

and located at (4,V" ). The origin of their local coordinates are at(.rcs Jcs ), where s

takes the values of 1,2, ...,M. Along rhe z- axis of each ferrite shell a dc magneric field

l1s" is applied and a plane wave of arbitrary polarization, or an electric line source, is

incident along the positive x- di¡ection. With these assumptions, as found in chapter

3, the problem is ¡educed to a two dimensional one and thus one can proceed with the

formulation in a fashion simila¡ to that followed chapter 3.
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4.1o Geometry of the problem
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In this formulation, the incident and scattered flelds can be expressed in terms of

cylindrical functions and scattering coefficients. The scattering coefficients are deter-

mined by imposing the the continuiry of the tangential elecrric and magnetic fields at

the inner and oute¡ surfaces of each shell. The scattered fields in region III are

represented by HanÏel functions of the second kind since thet asymptotic expansions

for large arguments give an outgoing wave. .

When the incident plane wave is polarized along the z- direction, the incident E

field on the stå cylinder can be expressed by equation 3.1 and by 3.2 when an electric

line source is used.

The scattered field from the sr¿ cylindrical shell ( region Itr whe¡e r" )R¿" ) can

be written as

e! = "f a,^H j2)(þr,)e-i"þ,, s=7, ,2, ,.... M (4.1)
t¡=+

and that inside the srå shell ( region II; R^ (r" lR¿, ) can take the form :

.n4
E;! = > [å",,Hn(2)(8"r")+c*In(þ"rr))e-i"ç' Ø.2)

n=4

The scattered field in region I (where r"<Ro") can also be expressed as

- t¡ =éEX= >d,nJn(þr,)e-rne' (4.3)

where a"r, brn, crn, and d"n are the scattering coefficients to be determined.

From Maxwell's equations, and employing equations 3.10 and 3.11, the H- field

in each region is given by :

Region III :

"* = #-,äa"n.nH^Q)çþr"¡e-i"þ, (4.4)
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"ü = i#"ä a,^ H j2)'1þr,¡e-tuö, (4.s)

Region II :

' tß" n=Ø k^n
H!- = --:-:' ¡v. ('F¿//s .,!*ø*w"'1p,t"l * ffiã Q)(Psr))e-i"þ'

n=e k^n
* 

^2r*u^'(F"r") 
+ Iffi"r,(tl{p"t")Je-i"o', (4.6)

Region I :

"¡" 
= #;¿ d*rn'(þr")e-i"4. (¿.2)

On the shell inner and outer surfaces the field components E" and H O must be

continuous. The continuity of E, on the outer surface of the sr¿ cylinder provides the

following relationship :

M n-*f"f o,^r;"rrr¡)¿-i"Þ;' - E)f = -E¿Y (4.8)
í=l¿=--

and the continuity of Hq on the s'å gives rise to

M n=*

är,lt rrn (2)(Fr¡" 
).orc;, r- i 

n Q t * fr )î" ^ 
r r,¡2)iBr," ¡sincr¡, e -r' q- 

J

+ "f a"nH,'Q)iBnr";s-¡e' - #"* = - #"* Ø9)

where cr¡ is the angle between Hr¡ and Ho

Similarly the continuity of E, on the inne¡ su¡face of the st¡ shell gives rise to

f ø-nj2)ç,n^)e-i'þ, + 'f c",Jn(B"R o)e-inþ,
¡¡=+ n=4

n=æ

- 
,r> 

ds,Jn (PR o,)e-Jnç' = o (4.10)

and the continuity of 11ç on this surface gives
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# )lu,,ro ̂ o).(B"Ro" 
) . #ft;, f)1p"R^ ;1,-j, o,

. ffi,ã'"n ['/n'(P"R^ ) * ffi-',,n"R^ )1¿-rhQ'

(4.11)

As previously discussed in chapters 2 and 3, since equations 4.g through 4.1 I are

valíd everywhere on the surface of the sr¡ she , rhey must be valid at any arbinary
point on its surface. Thus one can apply these equations (2N +l) times ar (2N + 1)

diffe¡ent points on each surface of alr she s considered. This results in, in this case,

4M(2N + 1) equations and these can be written in the matrix form

This matrix equation can be sorved to give directry the 4M(2N+1) scattering

coefficients for the shelrs under conside¡ation. This above mafix equation is structured

in a fashion similar to that folrowed in the case of the matrix equafion 2.12, in chapter
2, and as shown in Appendix II. In the above equations :

A^, = H j2)1pr,r¡¿-i"Þu

n 
^ =-n 12) (þ, n a)e-i 

n Þ',

c^ = -Jn(þrR*)e-j"þ',

D ¡, = IH' nQ) 1pr¡ )cosa¡ * ff; a ]r) <gr,., )sino* 1¿-jos.

'^=w*þ@wl')'(Ê"R¿,).1ft ft ;r;')1B"Rr,¡,-ino,

l* c ol Ll l"l
l;:r;ll:l=lrl
lo s r vJlal Lrj
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,. ËoÞ, - k"n

"^ = -ffi U"'(F,R¡") + 
ffi;,rzr(Þ"R¡.)l¿-i'ô,

t* = al2)(þ"n^)e-inþ'

P^ = ,I,' (Þ"R^ )¿-jhQ'

Q^ = -Jn(þRo)"-j"þ'

.=kF", k"n-,., v"¡t,þiHf)'(þ"n^l 
* ffi HÍÐ(þ,R^)le-i"a'

r - FoÊ" k'n-¡rs 
v"¡¡rÞ[J,'(P"Ro") 

* 
ffiJ,(')(P"R,,)]¿-inô'

v^ = -J n'(F"Ro" ¡¿-;'o'

rt = -F ír,c
"zs t

and

(Dlln
w^ = -iø Hff

The unknown scattering coefficients arn, brn, cr,, and d"n are represented in the

matrix equation by a, b, c, and d respectively.

The parameters in the above equations are given in chapter 3 and Fig. 4.1.

Once the scattering coefficients are determined from the solution of the boundary

equations, the scattered field can be computed and hence the scattering width.
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4.3. Results and Discussion

The effective permeability Fe¡¡s, fliven by eq. (3.16), is dependent on C)¡¡", which

in turn, is a function of the applied dc magnetic field É/sr. Fig. 3.2 shows nonlinea¡

relationship bet',veen Vef¡ and O¡1, for Clà1. From this figure, representarive values

were selected for Cl¡1 and used in the cou¡se of this study.

To establish the accuracy of the BDP method, the convergence of the scattering

coefficients for a single dielectric o¡ ferrite shell was examined and found to be well

behaved. Further, the method was applied to compute the echo width, or the back

scattering width, of known scatte¡ing cases and the results obtained agreed well with

those obtained by other methods [14-15]. Fig. 4.2 shows sample results for single

dielectric and fe¡rite cylindrical shells of equal sizes, with R,=Q.!51 and .R¿ =0.30ì..

The relative dielectric constant is selected to be 4.0 fo¡ the dielecu:ic shell and 10 for

the one ferrite whe¡e Ol/=10.0. The results of the dielectric cylinder considered are

identical to those of Richmond [15-16], Wait t141. The results of the ferrite case are in

agreement with those obtained by Okamoto [38] .

The variation of the scattering width with the shell wall thick¡ess is examined for

ferrite shells of different physical dimensions. The oute¡ radius rR¿, in each case, is

kept constant while the scattering width is computed as a function of the inne¡ radius

iRo. The obtained oF and oB are shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively for a fer-

rite cylindrical shell of a relative permittivity €, = 10., R¿ =0.5X,. Fig. 4.5 gives the

results for the forwa¡d scattering width of a shell of Rr=1.0X, . The results are obtained

for a plane wave scattering by a ferrite shell of Ê,=10 and different values of

O¡r=1.0, 8'0, 10.0, and 20.0 .

For different radü, the maximum scattering occu¡s for R¿ =0.465, 0.970, 1.425,

and 1.8251,. For a ferrite shell with Oa = 8, these maxima occur for the outer ¡adii

Rå=0.50, 1.00, 1.50, and 2.001,, respectively, as Fig. 4.6 indicates. Figures 4.3 and

4.4 show that both back and forwa¡d scattering cross sections are largest for large

values of Ro indicating that a thinner ferrite shell is a better scatterer than a solid
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ferrite cylinder of the same size and parameters. It is to be noted that the dominant

modes ( n = 0, l, 2, 3 ) ue also maxima at the given thicknesses that correspond

to maximum scattering width as shown in Fig. 4.7 . The radiation pattems of both

dielectric and ferrite shells of size Ro4.97L and Rå=1.0O1 and e¡=10.0 are obtained

for On =3.9 and given in Fig. 4.8. This figure shows that thÞ fenite shell is also a

better scatterer than a similar dielectric one.

The echo width of two dielectric shells separated axially by a distance d is com-

puted and shown i¡ Fig. 4.9 for 00=30.0 and in Fig. 4.10 for 0o=0.00 . The va¡iation

of the echo width o¡ with the axial separation of cylinders is shown in Fig. 4.11.

Fig.4.l2 shows the echo width versus d of two ferrite shells with Ê,=10 and

different values of O¡i = 8.0,9.8, and 15.0. The maximum scattering occurs when the

separation between the shells is approximately 1.30 X. The corresponding scattering

patterns at this separation a¡e shown in Fig. 4.13. The change in the pattern as show in

this figure indicates that the scattering pattems ca¡ be controlled by Os, i.e. by the

applied magnetic field.

We now consider a linear array whose elements are parallel dielectric or ferrite

cylindrical shells that are placed in the x-y plane. Exciting these elements by an elec-

tric line source ( exciter ), the wave reflected by a shell ( reflector ) can be directed by

the rest of the elements ( directors ) in a fashion simila¡ to the case of Yagi-Uda

arrays. The excite¡-reflector combination is designed by optimizing the size of the

reffector and its spacing ( X12 ) from the exciter ( described in e4.3.2 ). The gain of

this combination is shown in Fig. 4.14 as a function of the separation X12 for dielectric

and ferrite reflectors. Each reflector is a shell of Ro=0.465À, R¿=0.50À and e.=lg.

From this figure, the optimized value forX12 is found to be 0.650î, for both the dielec-

tric and ferrite reflectors . These values are kept unchanged throughout the remaining

work.

Note that the calculated gain is based on a two dimensional analysis, as discussed

in chapters 2 and 3 and provides a measure of pattem directivity in the azimuthal
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plane. Therefore it is not the true gain of the array, which in ptactice includes also the

directivity from the other orthogonal plane.

To optimize the size and spacing of rhe di¡ectors for a maximum forward gain, a

combination of the BDP and a known space penurbation technique described by

Cheng and Tseng [54-56], was urilized. Fo¡ a th¡ee element array, that is excited by an

electric line source located at (X12,0.) and where tïe elements are placed in the x-y

piane at (X¡,0.), the optimized spacing berween rhe direcror and the radiator, X32, is

found to be 0.600À and 0.6381, fo¡ the dielectric and fer¡ite director, respectively . In

these computations, each shell is of outer and i¡ne¡ radii, R4 =0.465À , Rå ={.500},,,

respectively. The dielectric material of the shell is cha¡acterized by a relative permit-

tivity, e. = 10 and the fenite has the same permittiviry, ê. = l0 and magnetized in

such a way that O// = 8, and O = 10. Fig. 4.15 shows the gain variation with the

exciter- director separation x32. Additional directors can be added to control the direc-

tivity of the radiator.

Fo¡ a dielectric shell array, Table 4.1 gives the optimized spacings X¡¡ of the

directors for three and six element arrays of dielectric shells. Each shell has the same

parameters as described above. The maximum forward gain is 11.02 dB for a three

element array and 12,17 dB for a six element array.

Similarly, Table 4.2 gives the gains for three and six element arrays of ferrite

shells as they a¡e optimized for maximum forward gain in the same manner as

described in Chapters 2 and 3. The values of Ro = 0.46SÀ and

R¿ = 0.500À,e. = 10.,O¡l = 8., and O = i0. a¡e assumed constants in these computa-

tions. Each ferrite shell, in this case, is of the same size as that of the dielectric shell

mentioned above and each is magnetized in such a wây that O¿ = 8.0 and O = 10.

This anay is also excited by an electric line source located at (X12,). The gain is

again computed and found to be 12.32 dB, and 13.49 dB for the th¡ee and for the six

element arrays respectively. These gains æe larger than those obtained for simila¡

dielectric shell arrays. samples of the optimized radiation patfems are obtained and
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shown in Fig. 4.16 for the above three and six element arrays of dierectric shelrs. Fig.

4.17 shows the optimized pattems for the three and six erement arrays of ferrite she s.

Thus the BDP method was successfully applied to both scattering and antenna

problems to indicate its usefur¡ess in generating solution and optimizing the paftems of
ferrite and dielecric shells. It was found that ferrite shelrs a¡e generalry more supe-

rior scattere¡s than dielectric ones. In addition, since their parameters can be controlled

extemally by an applied dc magnetic field their scattering properties can be contro[ed
quite readily.
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Table 4.1

Gain optimization for three and six element arrays

of dielecfric shells

The shells are of equal inner and outer radii, Ro=0.465), and Rå=0.500À, respec-
tively and each is cha¡acterized by a ¡elative permittivity E¡ = 10.

(Ð Three element array

(ii) Six elemenr array

Spacing,I xtz x23 x"^ xts xse Gain(dB)

Initial Anay
Optimized Arra

0.650
0.6s0

0.600
0.600

0.600
0.605

0.600
0.ss8

.ÒUU

0.603
11.25
12.17
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Table 4.2

Gain optimization for three and six elements arrays

of ferrite shells )

The ferrite shells a¡e of equal radii, Rd=0.465À and Rö=0.500À . Each shell is
also cha¡acterized by a relative permittivity e. = 10 and is magnetized in such a way
that O = 10 and O¿ = g.

(i) Three element a.rlay

(ii) Six element array

Initial Array
Optimized Arra

Spacing,À X'tz x23 xu xqs xss Gaín(dB)

Initial Anay
Optimized Array

I 0.6s0
I o.oso

0.630
0.638

0.630
0.635

0.630
0.629

.630
0.633

t2.85
13.49
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6 Three elemeni orroy

¡ Six element orroy

o :R n
Èt

120 180 240
Angle ô, Degrees

Rodiotion potterns of three ond six element
orroys of dielectric shells, Ro=0.97À ond Ru=1.0À

E is the iotol f ield ( scottered ond incident), 0o=00
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O Three elemeni orroy

¿ Six element orroy

0,,=8.0

120 18 0 240
Angle Q, Degrees

Rodiotion potterns of three ond six
orroys of ferrite shells, Ro=0.97À ond

E is the totol f ield (scottered ond the

element
Ro=1'oÀ'

inc iden t ).L ine source exc

Fis. 4.17
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Chapter 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Conclusion

The method of Bounda¡y Discrete points, BDp, was developed and employed to

study the scattering by multiple conducting, dielectric, ferrite cylinders or their combi-

nations. In this method, the scattered field due to each element was expressed in terms

of appropriate cylindrical wave funcrions wirh unk¡own coefficients. These

coefñcients were determined by enforcing the boundary conditions in a finite, but ade-

quate number of field points on each surface. A matrix equation for these unknown

coefficients was obtained and solved readily. The total scattered field was thus given

by a summation of these individual scatte¡ed fields. The method provides several

advantages over the existing analytical and numerical methods : 1) the ñnal form of
the scattered field is an analytic expression that can be used readily to compute the far

fields, 2) it determines directly the scanering coefficients of each cylinder separately,

the numbe¡ of which can be controlled independently for each cylinder to ensure the

convefgence and the accuracy of the computed fields, and 3) it avoids the use of itera_

tion or orthogonaliry integrals and the coordinate transformations that could be tedious

for a large number of cylinders.

In chapter 2, the BDP method was described as it enabled the solution for the

problem of scattering by arrays of conducting and dielectric cylinders of infinite length

and their combinations. It provided the scatrering coefficients of each cylinder

separately and as such the solution's accuracy was controlled by ensuring the conver-

gence of the series for each element of the anay. The BDp method was found to be
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simple, convenient, general, and it could be used for both conducting and dielectric

cylinders or their combinations. Because it provided the scattering functions of each

cylinder separately, their influence on the total scattered field can be studied easity.

The method does not involve ite¡ation or coordinate transformation, and thus it is sim-

ple to use and the convergence of the scattering coefficients involved can be ensured

for any size or separation of the elements. The method was applied to both scattering

and antenna problems to show its usefurness in generating solutions and optimizing
patterns,

For arrays of conducting o¡ dielectric cylinders, it was found that the maximum,

or the minimum, scattering width occur¡ed at certain values of the axial separation

between adjacent cylinders and thei¡ locations were found to be independent of the

number of cylinders considered. However, increasing the number of cylinders can

cause an increase in the scattered field and a decrease in the first sidelobe levels.

The BDP method, in addition, was utilized in chapter 2 to determine the size and

spacing of passive scatterers to control the directivity of linea¡ antennas. The gain, as

defrned in chapter 2, was computed for linear arrays of conducting and dielectric

cylinders and their combi¡ations in o¡der to provide a measure of pattern directivity in
the azimuth plane only. It was predicted that the conducting cylinder is a better

reflector than a dielectric one of similar parameters. Moreover, the gain of linear

arrays of dielectric cylinders was generally found to be higher than that of similar

arrays of conducting cylinders. However, the gain variation for arrays of dielectric ele-

ments was found to be less than that of similar arrays of conducting cylinders.

In chapter 3, the problem of murtipre scattering by arrays of anisorropic cyrinders

was, also formulated and solved by means of the BDp method. In obtaining the solu_

tion, the convergence of the scattering coefficients was ensured and obrained directly
for each cylinder separately. The method was arso employed to study the scattering

propenies of multiple ferrite cylinders. It was predicted that the scatteri¡g width can be

controlled by the applied static magnetic fierd and the spacing berween the elemenrs.
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In addition, it was found that maximum or minimum scattering width can occur at cer-

tain separation between the adjacent elements in a uniform array of ferrite cylinders

with a plane wave excitation. These separation distances were found to be dependent

on the number of elements involved and the value of the applied static magnetic field.

However, increasing the number of elements resulted in an increase in the magnitude

of the scattering width. Varying the applied.magnetic field, also, can cause a change in

the shape of the scattering panem.

The scattering patterns fo¡ two and three parallel arrays of ferrite cylinders were

obtained a¡d the scattered field was computed and found to increase by an addition of

additional arrays. The back scattering width was obtained as a function of the scatter-

ing angle for the case of two parallel arrays of ferrite cylinders. The two arays were

separated by a quarter of a wavelength to suppress the sidelobes and we¡e illuminated

by a plane wave that was incident at a di¡ection perpendicular to the axis of each

array. Their scattering pa$ems were obtained and showed a sharp and large main lobe

whose position did not depend on the applied dc magnetic field. The position of this

main lobe could be steered electrically by a ¡eversal of the applied magnetic field, i.e.,

electronic main lobe switching.

A linear array of solid magnetized ferrite cylinders was optimized for a maximum

forward gain to control the directivity of a linea¡ radiator. This gain is dependent on

the value of the applied magnetic field, o¡ on the values of the effective permeability.

This means that the gain can be externally controlled by the applied dc magnetic field.

It was evident, from the results obtained in this work, that increasing the number of

elements ca¡ result in an itcrease in the gain,

In o¡der to continuously scan an elecEomagnetic beam, the BDp method was

again employed to design ring arrays of solid ferrite cylinders of different kinds. It was

expected that appropriate values of the amplitude of the applied dc magnetic field

would give a powe¡ pattern having a single large lobe and that the gradual change of

the phase of this applied field would rorate the pattem. It was found, however, rhat
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the selection of the amplitude of rhe applied magnetic field is not only important for

obtaining a single main lobe but is of equal imponance in determining the way in

which the beam rotates. Changing the applied field in a certain region in the p"¡¡ vs

O¿ relationship resulted in a continuous scanning by the circular array of ferrite

cylinders. This is true when the effective permeabiliry changes significantty which in

turn leads to a significant variation in the electrical length in the ferrite material.

However, by selecting O¡¡ from the regions where ¡t"¡¡ is slowly varying function of

the applied dc magnetic field, as can be seen from Fig. 3.2, scanning could be

achieved, only at discrete angular intervals.

In order to funher suppress the sidelobes of the above ring array, the same

number of elements were distributed onto a two layered concentric ring array. The

outer radius of this concentric aray was the same as the outer radius of the single ring

array. Its inner radius was selected in such a way to câuse constructive interfe¡ence

between the two layers in the outwa¡d direction. It was found in chapter 3, that the

pattern rotated continuously with the variation of the phase of the applied dc magnetic

field. It was also found that the gain increased by 7.45 Vo, the sidelobes decreased by

3.0Vo, and the beam width narrowed by 5.0 Va in comparison with the single layer ring

array of the same outer diameter and total number of elements.

In chapter 4, the BDP method was successfully utilized in formulating and solv-

ing the problem of multiple scattering by arrays of magnetized ferrite circular shells. In

that chapter, it was found that a maximum forwa¡d and back scattering width occurred

at certain values of the shell wall thickness. The results indicated that a thinner ferrite

shell is a bener scattere¡ than a solid ferrite cylinder of simila¡ parameters. It was

noted that the dominant modes of the cylindrical functions peaked at a certain shell

wall thickness that conesponded to the maximum scattering. The effect of the shelt

wall thickness variation was a.lso investigated fo¡ a similar dielectric shell. It was

predicted, by comparing the results, that the ferite shell is also a better scatterer than a

simila¡ dielectric one for the cases considered.
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The gain was calculated fo¡ linea¡ arrays of ferrite and dielectric shells. The

obtained gains of the ferrite shell a:rays were larger than those obtained for a similar

array of dielectric shells.

Thus the BDP method was successfully applied to study the scattering properties

of arrays of conducting, dielectric, and ferrite cylinders or their combinations. It was

also applied to antenna problems to controi the directivity of a linea¡ rad.iato¡ and to

study the scanning properties of ring arrays. It was found to be a simple, accurate,

convenient, and machine oriented method that can sâve computer time. However, the

method as presented is limited to study the scattering and propagation of electromag-

netic wave by objects of cylindrical geomerry.

5.2. Future Work

In will be of interest to use the ¡esults obtained from this work to design, build,

test, and evaluate a ring array for utilization in scanning applications. In the light of

this study, the BDP method as applied to two dimensional scanering problems of

cylindrical geometries can, also, be extended to other scattering problems having

spherical geometries. The method can be subsequently applied to study more practi-

cal a¡tenna problems.
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APPENDIX I

TRANSFORMATION OF FIELD VECTORS

This Appendix provides details of the üansformation of'field vectors from one

coordinate system to another.

The geometry is shown in Fig. I.1 with notation conesponding ro thar of Fig. 2.1.

It is required to calculate the H, field due to the itå cylinder, in the st¡ coordinate

system. The Q- component of the H - field of the dtå cylinder can be written in terms

of the coo¡dinate system of the stå cylinder as

H$! = H$fcosou{ + a$!sino;"4 (r.1)

and similarly the radial component of the H- field of the i" cylinder can be expressed

as

Hjf = ¿Iffsipo¡{ + rffcosa¡{ $2)

F¡om I.1 and I.2 the H field with respect to the ltå cylinder in the coordinate system

of the sr¿ cylinder is

Hq¡ = H$fcosct" + H;'fsincx¡ (r.3)

Since É/, for any cylinder is given by eq. 2.5 a¡d since É1$"r" is given by eq. 2.6, thus

Ilqi" given by eq. I.3, can be written as

" r,l 
= #,, ä a, 

^ 
IH ]2)' (þr ¡)cord," r -in ou * fr )î",^ 

rH,,(2)(Br* ¡ sino," ¿ -j'su 
¡

As shown in Fig. I.1, c,¡, in rhe above equations is the angle berween .F1jf and

Il,fc and it ca¡ be determined in terms of the slopes of o"/" and o,.1" which are :

r", sinQ"" - I"¡ftr =:--: = tangi
t", cosQCJ - ,{"¡
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,,cs sinQcs - Ycs
m" = ----------:--------::-- = tâDos' r"" cosQcs - X",

respectively. Thus c¡ is given by

-, frí -fr,o¡s=tan-'#=Q¡-Q"
L'l- lll¡lll"

and this can be deduced read.ily from rhe geomerry of Fig. I.l



f(rr, "o'Q"' 't"' 
sinQ"5 )

xcs

Fig. Lt Illustration of vecto¡s transformation
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APPENDIX tr

ELEMENTS OF DIFFERENT MATRICES IN EQUATION 2.12

From equations 2.10 and 2.11, each of A, B, C, ... matrices in eq. 2.L2 contains a sum

from -N to +N. Fo¡ simplicity, this Appendix illustrates the case of a two dielectric cylinders

in which rV = 1. In this case the matrices A, B, C, D can be given by

f l r 't

L,4l = 
LI,4 

rltArltá 3ttá 41t.4 5ltá óll

whe¡e

þ,1=

þ,1=

þ'l=

H !2t) (þb t)eiþl

H !21) (þb ìeio|

n 3t çBu r¡"iþ?

n !) lBr r¡eiçP"

n $) 18, ,Seia]'

H !2r) ç9r ,Seiþ?'

H g!, (þrzt)eiþg,

n $) çprrr¡eiü'

n ;ar) çpr rr¡eiþA

H !2t) (Fbùeiag

,9"r 1pø¡riþì

n !2r) çpt¡eiþt

n ó4 (Far)

n ó', (þø r)

aó')(0¡')
nó"(þ,ù
u ó4 (9, t)
u&)$rÐ

n óÐ (þrrr)

H óÐ (þrn)

Hét) (Êrr')

H ó2) $bù
HP$b)
n P $ur)

'_' _ iao
111¿t(þb)e'"1

n {z) 19ø r¡r-iþ}

n ¡zt lBu r¡e-iþ?

u {2) qgr ,r¡r-ial.-

u f) 19r r.r¡r-iç!"

u {2) lgr rr¡"-io?"

þ,1=

þ'l= ' -o þ,]=

a f) çprrrle-ia9,

n [2) 1Br ,r¡r-i 
aì,

n {2) çprrr¡r-i|i,

n gt lpar¡r-iþq

¡7 ¡z) lgar¡e-iþì

H Í2) (gb.,)e-iç?

and B matrix can be expressed as



þl=

[.'] =

[.,] =

J-11p,å,)eioi

t-¡þP)eiçl

t -¡þP ¡)eië?

0

0

0
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Jo(Þrå r) t ,çþ7b )e-içP 0

J1p1å1) J¡(p1å1)e-lei 0

Jo(Êrår) t¡þþ¡)e-ië? 0

0 0 t -¡1p2t)eiçt

0 0 t-11þ2ø2)eiþ)

0 0 t-1(þ2b2¡eiþ1

00
00
00

Jo(þzbz) t ¡þ2a2¡e-iþt

Jo(}zbz) J{þ2b2)e-ial

Jo(Fzbz) t¡p2ø27e-jat

Similarly, the C matrix can be written as

f.] = [r.,rr., ]tc 3ttc 4ttc s)tc 6)],*ne,e

n g>'18t,¡riçi

n !,).1p6 r¡¿jþ|

n !1t 
.çpa,¡riþ?

¡n1f)'1pr2,¡cosoc2 , * ;!-n S) 'sinc211,iog
Þrzt

'lt'] =

nP'$u,)
H ó2).$b )
n [2t 

.çgu 
,¡

ä[2)'1prr,¡cosa,

H [2) 'çþr 2r7cosa2,

H [2) '1pr rr¡cosa.r1
¡r1]) 'lBrr,¡cosar, + .-J-a$l tinarrlei|)'

Pr 2t

¡41]) '1Br21¡cosa zt + ;LH S) 'sina211eiç?'
Przt

H 12\ 
'(Pt t)r-io'"

n {zt 
.1pø 

r¡e-iþ}

n f) 
.1Ba 

r¡"-iö?

¡r {2) '1pr2,¡cosa ,, - ;!-n ÍÐ '$rr,¡sincr,1e-ioro'
Þr zt

¡a {2)'1Brr, ¡cosco, - ;ir l') f pr r,¡sino61 le-iÖ;'
Przr

¡n f)'1þr rr¡cosør, - #-n l')'<þr rr¡sinoolle-iþ^
Þrzt
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[',] =

¡aIi)'1Br,r¡cosc,, + 
^!- 

n !|'{p, 1¡sinc,r;eiof,
PrD

1r$)'1Br,r¡cosc r, + j. n llt'ç. ¡2¡sinc,¡2¡elóì,Prn

t¡r$) '(pr,z)cosa ,, * Ufin 
t"r)'<Þr'27sinar27eio?"

ng>'qþt¡eiþi

n g>'1Bar¡riþì

113t,qgør¡"ia|

[.'] =

ãJ2) '1pr,¡cosa12

a [2)'çþr ,¡cnso.p

tIo(2) '1Br,¡cosa,2

H ó2) 
.(þbù

Hp'$b)
n P'$ar)

and

l',1 =

¡4,(2) '1pr,r¡cosc r, - rln ÍÐ'$r,r¡sinc121e-rÇf,
Prl.2

¡af2)'1pr,¡cosc ,, - ;ln ÍÐ'(þr 12¡sinc12¡e-/çi'Þrn

¡ø f 
2)'1pr,r¡cosc 

r, - 
^i 

a [Ð' 7Br ¡2¡sinar21e- 
i ç1,

Pr:.2

n {z).196 r¡r-iö12

n {z)'1P6¡r-ia}'

H Írr.(þar)r-iç?,

and the D matrix can be put in the form

Þl=

J-i(þþt)eiþf ,¡o'(0rår) J{(þþ1)e-iþl 0 o 0

J -i(þ¡b ¡eiþ] "¡o'(Êrå r) J l(þrb y)e-iþ] 0 0 o

J-((gþt)eiþ? Jo'(Þrår) Ji(þ¡b1)e-iç? 0 0 0

0 0 o J-{(þ2b¡riatto,lgrø¡Ji(þ2b)e-içt

0 0 o J-((gzb¡riüto.1prør¡Ji(þzbz)e-içì

0 0 0 J_((þzb¡riþî to,1prur| J((þ2b2)e-içt
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In this matrix, each element of the first three rows is multiplie.d by rn, and the rest of the ele-

ments is muitiplied by 22, where r , = - 
poqt- 

and m2 =--þ?2- *d finally the coefficients

matrices can be written as

þl=

a-|
aot

att
4-n
4oz

4n

t"l =

c-ll
col

ctt
c -tz
c92

CD
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